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No matter what your library problems are; planning a new one, expanding an old one,
or reorganizing your present space, Globe-Wernicke's trained staff of Library Engineers are
(6

on top" of all the latest planning methods.
Rely on the knowledge and experience of these specialists to show you how G/W

library equipment, the finest in the world, can give you a library, that is efficient, and up-tothe minute in space saving design.
This Globe-Wernicke Library Planning Service is free. Write Dept. SL for complete information. You'll also receive a catalog on G / W book
stacks and associated library equipment.
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Manufacturers of the World's Finest Library Book Stacks, Office Equipment, ~ p ; e m s Filing
,
Supplies & Visible Recorils-

The library trend emphasized
in New Life library furniture
is functional elegance.
Never satisfied with
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merely fulfilling basic requirements for sturdiness
in materials and construction, New Life goes further

. . . adding the

elegant touch. Therefore, in setting the pace in

library trends, New Life always means better library styling. Some o f the latest library pieces are exclusive,
availoble only a t Siostrom o f Philadelphia, but literature describing them will b e sent to you a t your request.
J O H N E. S J O S T R O M C O M P A N Y , INC.

1717 NORTH TENTH STREET

PHILADELPHIA

22,

PA.

.Five Autumn Booksm
from ABINQDON PRESS
VOLUME 6 - THE INTERPRETER'S BIBLE
Contains the complete texts-in both King James and Revised Standard Versions-commentary
on the Old Testament books of: Lamer~tatiorts,Ezekiel,
Dartiel, Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jorrah, Alicah, Nahaum, Habakkuk,
Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi. The results of recent study and
scholarship concerning these important books. Published September 18. $8.75

UNDERSTANDING AND COUNSELING THE ALCOHOLIC
Howard J. Clinebell, Jr. The minister of the Great Neck (N.Y.) Methodist

Church, who received the Ph.D. at Columbia University and studied at the
Yale Summer School of Alcohol Studies and the William A. White Institute
oI Psychiatry, shows here how to apply the resources of Christian faith to
the problem of alcoholism. A comprehensive, readable study. To be published
$3.75
September 10.

THE JEWS FROM CYRUS TO HEROD
Norman H. Snaith. A study of the political history and religious developnient

of the Jewish people during the five centuries preceding the birth of Jesus.
Norman H. Snaith is principal and tutor of Old Testament and Hebrew.
,Wesley College, Leeds, England. He is a co~ltributorto Volumes 1 and 3 of
The Interpreter's Bible. Published September 10.
$2.50

HE THAT COMETH
Sigmund Mowinckel. l'rarrsln~ed by C . W . Ar~derson.A detailed survey of
the origin. development, and content of the idea of the Messiah. by ont.
of the world's best-known contemporary theologians. a retired member of

the faculty of the University of Oslo. Norway. This is the first of his works
be translated into English. Publication date to be announced.
$6.50

tv

LAYMEN AT WORK
George Stoll. Edited by Albert L. Meiburg. The story of Christian action ill
Louisville, Ky. - well-known through reports in nationally-circulated mag-

azines. Help for the layman who would better social conditions in his city.
The author has served as chairman since 1941 of the Laymen's Committee on
Institutions of the Louisville Council of Churches, and has won national
recognition for his services. To be published October 8.
$1.75
at all bookstores

ABINGDON PRESS

The Estey Corporation has devoted its staff
of experts to the development and fabrication
of Special Equipment for Libraries, as well
as to the design of stacks and shelving for
Libraries of all sizes and specializations.
Complete flexibility has resulted, not only
for the initial library installation, but for
subsequent relocations to meet changing requirements of space.

* They

have just experienced the fresh approach and flexibility of
working with Estey Library Stacks and Book
Shelving! They like the
design, admire the construction, and just dote
on the colors!
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Ask our Planning Department today to consider your Library!
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N O T E : Among other "Happy People" are firms with
Estey installations. Just a few of these are: General
Electric - DuPont - Glenn L. Martin Co. - Farmer's Insurance Co. - Various Departments of the
U. S. Government.
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The Ten Commandments
By SOLOMON GOLDMAN, Late Rabbi of Anshe Emet Synagogue, Chicago. A profoundly inspiring book about the most
famous code of moral instruction of the Western world. $3.75

1

The Prayers of Kierkegaard
Edited and with a new interpretation of Kierkegaard's life and
thought by PERRY D. LEFEVRE. Long regarded as primarily
a poet, a philosopher or a theologian, Kierkegaard is revealed
in this complete collection of his prayers, as fundamentally a
$.3.50
religious thinker struggling to become a Christian.

The Bay Psalm Book
A Facsimile Edition

I

With an introduction by ZOLTAN HARASZTI. An elegant
copy of the first book to be printed in English in North
America, preserving all the antique charm and flavor of the
2 Vols. $10.00
original edition, now valued at $151,000.

Biblical Religion and the
Search for Ultimate Reality
By PAUL TILLICH. The great theologian demonstrates that
although biblical religion and the philosophic quest for Being
$2.25
are paradoxically related, they are not contradictory.

The Smith#Goodspeed Complete Bible
Including the Apocrypha
A pure, beautiful translation into the American language of
today - a clear window into the minds of those who wrote
$4.00
the Hebrew and Greek originals.

I

At your bookstore, or from UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS
5750 Ellis Avenue, Chicago 37, Illinois

The Catholic University of America
Library in Action
REVEREND OLIVER L. KAPSNER, O.S.B.
Catholic University of America Library
Washington, D.C.

A

s THE LIBRARY profession developed

progressively in America, it gradually became apparent that even good
general library planning did not necessarily provide the answers in local situations. This discovery led to the creation of a number of special library
organizations whose concern it became
to provide more adequate schemes and
directives for organizing specialized
book collections and making their contents readdy available to users.
Catholic libraries fall within this
group of specialized libraries. T o some
degree every Catholic library is a specialized library, while certain ones, such
as monastilc and seminary libraries, are
almost entirely specialized. Not unlike
other special libraries, Catholic libraries
learned from experience that a general
library policy may be inadequate in
specialized conditions. In devising classification schemes, cataloging rules, and
subject heading lists along general lines,
the American professional library groups
quite consistently overlooked Catholic
literature, specifically Catholic theological literature, a literature which, through
development during many centuries,
has grown to large proportions.
After requests to make the necessary
adjustments in these matters received
little attention from the American library profession, Catholic libraries assumed the initiative to find the solutions. I t can be said that they have
responded gallantly to the challenge,
both as a group and individually. The
Catholic Library Association was officially established as an independent
S E P T E M B E R 1956

organization in 1931 (it had been a
section in the National Catholic Educational Association since 1921), and
it has been concerned with filling some
of the gaps left by other leading professional library agencies.
Among the active individual Catholic libraries, the Catholic University of
America Library has assumed a leading
role. By its nature and location it is
qualified for active leadership in Catholic l i b r a r i a n s h i p . Its c o l l e c t i o n of
515,000 volumes is the largest of any
American Catholic library. Though a general university, by virtue of its ecclesiastical charter it emphasizes training
in the theological sciences, canon law,
and philosophy. The book collection
consequently reflects strength in these
areas. It is the only Catholic institution
participating in the Farmington Plan.
The university also conducts a fully accredited Department of Library Science, conferring a master's degree in
library science since 1949, with a current enrollment of over 170 students
during the regular term.
In organizing the book collection
from the viewpoint of making it most
useful to patrons, the library has found
it necessary to make certain modifications and adaptations in classification
and cataloging.
CLASSIFICATION
For classifying the book collection
the Library of Congress classification1
was adopted in 1938 (previously Dewey
Decimal had been used), supplemented
by the Lynn scheme. Since the Library
of Congress schedules in BT, BV, and

BX proved inadequate for the totality
of Catholic literature, the Lynn classification was developed, at the urgent
request of the Catholic Library Association, to supply the needs of Catholic
libraries in the various theological sciences, canon law, and church history.'
A special new section was introduced
in the Lynn tables, the BQ section
representing Christian writers, which,
through careful and thorough planning,
is in itself a storehouse of information
on the extensive 2000 year old Christian literature. There is nothing in the
LC religion classification comparable to
the Lynn BQ section. The latter is to
theology what the B section in the LC
tables is for philosophy.
The Lynn tables accomplish everything
a good classification schedule should do
for a library, namely, provide a logical
sequence of topics with appropriate and
adequate subdivisions. Should the Catholic University ever supplant the dictionary catalog with a classed catalog,
the stage is all set in the field of religion, thanks to the excellent Lynn
tables. Provision is also made in the
Lynn plan for classifying non-Catholic
religious literature, namely, by changing the LC tables for BT, BV, and BX
as they stand to BTZ, BVZ, and BXZ.
CATALOGING
For cataloging purposes the ALA
author rules,3 the Library of Congress
descriptive cataloging rules: and the
Library of Congress subject headings5
are followed in general, with considerable modifications for theological literature in main and subject entries and at
times greater accuracy in the transcription of title page information.
The cataloging of theological literature has apparently been of little concern to the ALA codifiers. As a result
the ALA cataloging rules have in practice been found very inadequate for
Catholic theology, and are increasingly
so as interest in this type of literature
grows. In order to serve the interests
and needs of the users of its catalog,
the Catholic University has found it

necessary to make extensive adaptations and revisions in the ALA code.
The results of such changes are
brought together in a published manual,
which besides providing carefully prepared directives, also contains numerous
examples illustrating the directives6 In
substance the manual is based on the
Vatican Library code,s with adaptations
to suit the situation in American libraries. Specifically the manual presents
the following changes and adaptations,
all applied in the card catalog of the
Catholic University of America.
Biblical books are entered according
tcj the ALA rules under Bible, but with
spelling according to Catholic usage. Socalled apocryphal books are treated as
anonymous classics, and are given direct entries (they have never been included in any Bibles, Catholic, Protestant or Jewish). Biblical commentaries
are entered under commentator.
Liturgical books of the Latin rite are
entered directly under their well established names. Liturgical books of the
Eastern rites are entered under the
name of the rite. Collective liturgical
literature is entered under editor or
title, with appropriate form subject entry. Devotional prayer books, at times
confused by the Library of Congress
with official liturgical books, are entered under editor or title, with appropriate subject entry.
Official and administrative documents
of individual popes are entered under
Popes, with date of pontificate and
name of pope. Personal writings of individual popes, before or during term
of office, are entered directly under the
name of the pope. The same form of
entry is used for biographies. In all
cases the form of name is in English,
e.g., Adrian IV, not Hadrianus IV. Collective works of several popes are entered under compiler or title, with appropriate subject heading, either a specific one according to the nature of the
work, e.g., Education; Sociology, Christian; or a form subject heading e.g.,
Documents, Papal; Encyclicals, Papal.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

For names of saints the unnecessarily
complex, thoroughly inconsistent, and
highly impractical ALA-LC practice is
replaced by a single brief rule: Enter
saints under forename, with form of
name established according to English
usage. The entry is, therefore, a forename entry in English, with a foreign
form (Latin or vernacular) used only
when there is no accepted English form.
Guided by this simple rule, already
based on usage, all users of the card
catalog, be they readers, catalogers,
order librarians, or reference librarians,
easily learn where to expect to find the
entry for a saint in the catalog, without having to wrestle with a complexity
of cross references directing the searcher from familiar to unfamiliar forms.
A large portion of Catholic literature
is written by members of religious orders (40 per cent of the current Farmington titles received by the Catholic
University i n v o l v e m e m b e r s of religious orders, either as authors or as
added entries). The form of entry for
members of religious orders is based on
the practice of the individual, which is
usually indicated on the title page or
given in the book. In practice it means
that the names of men religious are
followed by the customary order initials, the names of women religious are
followed by the title "Sister" or "Mother", with or without order initials according to the practice of the individual
or of the order.
This form of entry, so easily applied,
makes for ready identification, for differentiation of names which are easily
duplicated, for uniformity of practice
among libraries and bibliographies, and
for avoidance of arbitrary and inconsistent exceptions. Besides yielding bibliographic value in the main entry or
subject entry, the practice also helps
the descriptive cataloger when the book
is translated or edited by a "member of
the same order" or is published by the
"Provincialh~use'~
or the "Motherhouse".
In addition it helps the scholar in several ways in his pursuit of knowledge
SEPTEMBER 1956

and truth. All these advantages are
achieved by one simple process and
they make use of information which is
available without search.
Corporate names of religious orders
are entered under English form as
much as possible, because of the highly
international or a t least ultranational
character of such bodies. Besides making for ready location by the user, this
form of entry also facilitates integration in the catalog.
Other changes and adaptations pertain to catechisms, hymns, indulgences,
monastic rules, councils and synods,
pastoral letters, Roman congregations,
Codex Juris Canonici, Holy See, and the
unorthodox "Catholic Church in" form.
SUBJECTHEADINGS
Regarding subject headings for theological literature, the Library of Congress list leaves much to be desired. It
is, for one thing, a list prepared for
general libraries. Based on a meager
representation of Catholic theological
literature in the Library of Congress
collection, the list could hardly be expected to offer either precise or extensive headings in theology. Theological
literature actually cataloged by the Library of Congress often receives superficial treatment from its subject catalogers. On printed cards the LC catalogers freely use form subject headings
where specific headings are called for.
(The Catholic U n i v e r s i t y catalogers
broke down the entry "Catholic Church
- Doctrinal and controversial works,"
as used on LC printed cards. into a
dozen and more specific entries after
consulting and re-examining the books.)
Other times there is an injudicious
choice of specific headings in theology.
For example, on LC card 54-30904
(Kirchliches Lehrapostolat in Wort und
Schrift, by Joseph Wenner) three specific headings were used: 1. Educational law and legislation (Canon law);
8. Censorship (Canon law); 3. Profession of faith (Canon law). Actually, a
single appropriate specific heading for
the entire book was the answer, as al-

ready suggested by the title "Church
-Teaching
Office," a well known
heading aptly represented in printed
literature. The reader searching the
files under "Church -Teaching office"
still is not directed to materially actually in the library on his topic. Even
so, the three headings used by the Library of Congress cataloger represent
only the partial contents of the book.
I t is an instance not unlike one where
the cataloger, in processing a comprehensive work on physics, used the headings "Heat," "Light," and "Sound," omitting "Mechanics" and "Electricity," when
all the time he should have used just
the one appropriate heading "Physics."
As a consequence of the limited and
unsatisfactory service from the Library
of Congress, and also because more direct entries are desired, Catholic libraries felt compelled to pool their efforts
towards producing a list of subject
headings suitable for their catalogs, yet
usable with the Library of Congress
headings in other fields. A standard
Catholic list of headings was compiled,
which in 12 years has gone through
three edition^.^ Like its companion
manual on Catholic author and title entries, this work is based on the Vatican

Library code, which for some time was
the only work with directives for forming subject headings and still is the
only tool providing guidance for subject headings in theology. The third
edition of this Catholic subject heading
list was prepared at the Catholic University and is to a great extent based
on new theological titles received by
the university library under the Farmington Plan and on other library-faculty
methods for keeping up to date on current Catholic publications.
PRINTED
CARDSERVICES
While all these variations in main
entry, descriptive entry, and subject
entry may be observed in the Catholic
University public catalog, practices can
also be studied on the cards printed for
current Catholic titles by the university
and made available to other libraries
by subscription. There is a weekly card
service for American Catholic titles and
a monthly card service for foreign Catholic titles. A third card service, on
a monthly basis, is contemplated for
Catholic doctoral dissertations (American and foreign, mostly foreign).
The weekly card service for Catholic
titles published in the United States

Sheed, Francis Joseph, 1897Reading for Catholic parents. New York, Sheed and Ward, Mar. 7,
1955. 50$ Paper. 32 p. 21 cm.
Contents: The Necessity of Reading. The Parent in Education. The
Parent as Religious Educator. Books for the Small Child. Books for
Parents. Some Practical Points about Reading. Reading Lists.

1. Bibliography -Best books -Catholic authors. 2. Catholic literature -Bibliography. 3. Religious education -Home training. I. Title.

4 Ap 55

0

(BQlS54)

A sample card o f the weekly list o f Catholic titles published in the United States.

3 10
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Sorazu, Angeles, Mother, 1873-1921.
La vida espiritual coronada por la triple manifestaci6n de Jesucristo.
Con un apCndice sobre la direcci6n espiritual. 2. ed., preparada y anotada
por el P. Melchor de Pobladura, 0.F.M.Cap. Madrid, Centro de Propaganda, 1956.
361 p. 20 cm.
Bibliographical footnotes.

1. Mystical union. 2. Spiritual direction. I. Melchor de Pobladura,
O.F.M.Cap., ed. 11. Title.

DCU Mar 56
A sample card o f the monthly list o f foreign Catholic publications, most o f which are
received through participation i n the Farmington Plan.

began as a release to book dealers in
1953. At first no classification numbers,
subject headings, or added entries were
included but beginning in early 1955
the Lynn or Library of Congress classification numbers plus Library of Congress or Kapsner subject headings were
employed. Currently over 100 bookstores and 150 libraries are subscribers.
In 1955. 554 titles. of which 114 were
paperbacks, were cataloged and described in the weekly service. With
splendid publisher cooperation, 20 per
cent or more of the cards are issued
before publication date.
The monthly card service for Catholic foreign titles was begun in December 1955. The titles included in the
service are selective. They consist mostly of the Farmington titles acquired by
the Catholic University, though not all
Farmington titles are included nor are
only Farmington titles included. Through
participation in the Farmington Plan,
begun in 1948, the Catholic University
of America Library acquires the best
of current foreign titles in Catholic theology having reference or research
value. The monthly printed card service
provides prompt and accurate catalog-
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ing and classification information for
these titles. Through the same service
35 Catholic and other libraries are provided with a handy book selection tool,
or, if a library does not wish to acquire
certain titles, it is provided with a
source for borrowing books on interlibrary loan.
It would be desirable to disseminate
this information through Library of
Congress cooperative cataloging channels, but several years of effort to do so
revealed that LC printed cards were
unable to do justice to Catholic titles,
specifically Catholic theological literature. The information pertaining to
author entry, descriptive entry, and
added entries that the Catholic University catalogers had prepared and submitted for printing to the Library of
Congress, was not being made available
to subscribers of LC printed cards. In
its own laboratory the Catholic University found that adapting and revising LC cards for use in its public catalog involved a great amount of unnecessary duplication of work. Sometimes
the LC cards could not be used at all,
which compelled the Catholic University to duplicate its own cards. There

was was also great delay, not merely a
matter of months but sometimes of a
year or more, in receiving LC printed
cards for Farmington and other titles.
It may be of interest to glance at the
linguistic and class distribution (LynnLC classification) for the 424 titles
printed during the eight months of
operation of the monthly card service.
In the class distribution column the
only entirely new class is BQ, representing Christian literature. All titles,
no matter where classified, have theological implications.
LINGUISTIC
AND CLASSANALYSIS
OF
FOREIGN
CARDSERVICE
Language Distribution
French .......................... 143
German ........................ 106
Italian .......................... 108
Spanish ........................
35
2
Portuguese ....................
Dutch ............................
14
Latin ............................
16
B
BD
BJ
BL
BQ
BR
BS
BT
BV
BX
CE
CR
DA
DC

Class Distribution
4
DG ............
2
DS ............
H D ............
............ 3
............ 1
H M ............
............ 4 1
HV ............
JX ............
............ 4
............ 25
LA ............
............ 158
LB ............
............ 19
LC ............
............ 142
L F ............
P N ............
............ 1
PQ ............
............ 1
Z
............ 1
............
............ 1

............
............

3

2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
1

No comprehensive list of library holdings at the Catholic University of
America has ever been published nor
is one contemplated at this time. To
relieve the space congestion problem,
a printed subject catalog covering old
materials may be a possibility. Recently
a printed catalog was prepared for a
rather unique and valuable collection
donated to the library, pertaining to
the Knights of Malta.g It is possible

that more selective lists may be prepared and published in future years.
ADDITIONAL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC
SERVICES
Catholic University's Department of
Library Science has a program of preparing bibliographic studies through the
medium of dissertations in various
areas of Catholic literature. One such
study has been the Selection of Materials in Major Seminary Libraries, with
a List of Recommended Titles, which
covers sacred scripture, dogmatic theology, moral theology, ascetical and
mystical theology, homiletics and catechetics, liturgy, canon law, and church
history. Another series of studies to
consist of annotated lists of Catholic
reference works is well underway. Still
another study on Catholic Americana
and Catholic book publishing between
the years 1830 and 1900 is intended
to close the gap between Parson's Early
Catholic Americana ( 1729-1830) and
Romig's current Guide to Catholic Literature, 1888 to date.
From these chronologically arranged
bibliographies, histories of major Catholic publishing firms are also being prepared, e.g., of the firm of Fielding Lucas,
Jr., of Baltimore, the Woodstock College Press of Woodstock, Maryland,
and the Catholic Publication Society of
New York City.
A series of bibliographical and historical articles on the Catholic newspaper and periodical press of the nineteenth century is being published in
the Records of the American Catholic
Historical Society, beginning with the
September 1954 issue, and a separate
series on Polish titles in Polish-American Studies, beginning in July-December 1955. Bibliographies of individual
religious orders have also been prepared
by library students, with more to come.
MICROFILMING
OF
SOURCEMATERIALS
For the past ten or more years the
library has taken the initiative in microfilming outstanding collections of source
materials, particularly in the field of
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newspapers. The first major project of
this type was the filming of the Vatican
daily paper, Osservatore Romano, from
September 5, 1849, a total of 173 reels
through 1954. This has subsequently
been continued by the Midwest Interlibrary Center.
A continuing project has been that
of filming the weekly diocesan newspapers in the United States. The library
has a complete file of the Boston Pilot
from 1829, the C i n c i n n a t i Catholic
Telegraph from 1831, the Cincinnati
Wahrheitsfreund from 1837 to 1867, the
Catholic Universe Bulletin of Cleveland, from 1874 to 1951, the Brooklyn
Tablet from 1908 to the present time,
scattered volumes of the New York
Freeman's Journal ( filming utilized
only for those volumes not available in
bound form), the Michigan Catholic
from 1872 to the present time, the
Catholic Mirror of Baltimore from 1850
to 1908, the Catholic Press, the Connecticut Catholic and the Catholic
Transcript of Hartford, from 1829 to
1832 and from 1876 to the present
time. As this report is being written the
mimeographed news releases by the
National Catholic Welfare Conference
News Service from 1920 to the present
time are also being filmed.
The library has also utilized microfilm to complete other important serial
sets, such as the Catholic directory currently entitled the Annuario Pontificio.
Approximately two to three hundred
rolls of film in the area of historical
source materials are being added annually. The library, operating in conjunction with Catholic University of
America Press, has also made available
on a publishing program a 70 year file
of the Official Catholic Directory from
1817-1900 and files of selected other periodicals dealing with American Church
history. A mimeographed list of these
microfilm projects is available on request.
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The Hebrew Union College Library
HERBERT C. ZAFREN, Librarian

Hebrew Union College, Cincinnati, Ohio

HEBREWUnion College LibraT r y , though not included in the
Directory of Special Libraries, is in fact
fact more of a special than a college
library. Basically it is a highly specialized research librarv in the field of
Jewish studies and ranks among the
largest repositories of Judaica-Hebraica.
Jewish studies deal with the history
of Jews throughout the ages in many
lands and the development of their religion, literature, institutions, art, and
music. They also are studies of the
Bible, early Christianity, Semitic languages and literatures, archeology, and
relations with non-Jews. They encompass sociology, economics, and a wide
variety of other disciplines related to
the Jewish people and to Jewish history.
Historically the Hebrew Union College Library in Cincinnati began with
the founding of the College in 1875,
when it became apparent that a general
Judaica collection, and not only a secondary support to the curriculum, was
needed. Through the years it has become the most effectively organized
library of its type in the world. Although it continues to support the curriculum, it now caters not only to the
research needs of its own faculty but
also the needs of scholars and laymen
throughout the world.
The Hebrew Union College (now the
Hebrew Union College -Jewish Institute of Religion, with schools and libraries in New York and Los Angeles as
well as Cincinnati) is basically a theological school that trains young men
for the American Reform or Liberal
rabbinate. It is the oldest Jewish seminary in the United States, and perhaps
the world. As such, it is a graduate professional school whose students genHE

erally have a bachelor's degree before
entrance and always before entering the
third of the five year program. Another
important aspect of the school is its
graduate program leading to a doctorate in one or more of the fields
enumerated above. Under its interfaith
fellowship program, ministers pursue
specialized studies in Old Testament
and Semitic languages and study with
young rabbis and Jewish scholars.
There are about 120 students and 20
faculty in residence at any one time.
The book stock of about 140,000 volumes, therefore, may seem a bit extravagent, but the aim is to increase it
as rapidly as possible so that every
important book in the fields of collection may be available when needed.
Our interest extends to any one who
needs our books or other materials, and
we feel a moral, as well as an academic,
responsibility, especially since the recent destruction of the Jewish communities of Europe and the wealth of
research sources contained in their libraries and institutions.
How do we organize so much material on what other libraries might tend
to call one big subject? The classification is basically the same as that devised years ago by Abraham S. Freidus
for the Jewish Division of the New
York Public Library. He used a two
letter system, so that more than 600
classes are possible, and made his major divisions roughly as follows: bibliography and literary history; general
works, including periodicals without
specific subject; H e b r e w l a n g u a g e ;
Bible, i.e., Old Testament; archaeology;
Apocrypha, New Testament, other Hellenistic literature; Christianity, Talmudical literature; post-Talmudical legal
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Students from the Union
of South Africa, Turkey,
Australia, Czechoslovakia, and Canada examine the leaf of a 16th
century book in the Rare
Book Room. The globe
on the table has Hebrew place names.

Rorhschild Photo

literature; liturgies; homiletical literature; ethics, theology, philosophy; folklore; belles lettres; sciences; geography
and biography; history; Jews and nonJews.
The books are shelved in a multi-tier
stack of four levels that will hold about
150,000 volumes comfortably. In addition there are three rooms for special
collections: the Manuscript and Rare
Book Room, the Spinoza Room, and
the Music Room.
COLLECTIONS
The Music Room houses the largest
and finest collection of Jewis music in
the world. Along with the liturgical,
folk, and other specifically Jewish music, the library collects biographies of
Jewish composers of non-Jewish music.
Since nothing can be studied in a vacuum,
Jewish music, like Jewish history or
philosophy, must be placed in its setting of the contemporary non-Jewish
counterpart. Thus the general works,
handbooks, encyclopedias, etc. in music, as in all these fields, are to be found
here. Perhaps the most important part
of the collection is the unrivaled group
of some 3000 manuscripts containing
the basic source material for the history
and development of Jewish music in
Europe in the past several centuries.
Another special room contains the
Spinoza Collection, one of the finest in
the world. Here are early editions in
many languages in the works of the
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famous seventeenth century philosopher
whose modernism was the cause of
both his unpopularity among Jews and
non-Jews of his day and his current
popularity in both groups. Here too are
many monographs on Spinoza's life and
works and the works of those who influenced Spinoza markedly and those
who were influenced strongly by him.
The focal point in the library, however,
is the Manuscript and Rare Book
Room. This most modern part of the
25 year old building is a decorative
vault of stainless steel and brass that
carries out the feeling that here is a repository for a treasure. Among the approximately 6,000 volumes housed in
the room are 70 Hebrew incunabula
and another 70 non-Hebrew incunabula
of Jewish interest. The Hebrew incunabula represent perhaps half of the Hebrew books known to have been printed in the fifteenth century. There are
also more than 1500 Hebrew books of
the sixteenth century representing perhaps three-quarters of the known Hebrew books of that century.
Around this beautiful room are Hebrew rarities of more recent years; early
and rare books in Judeo-German, JudeoSpanish, Judeo-Greek, and other vernaculars written in Hebrew characters:
non-Hebrew books of the sixteenth century, including some unusual Bible editions; a truly great collection of editions
in various languages of the works of

Josephus; a collection of documents
and sermons preached in connection
with the Portuguese Inquisition; the
tracts written by both sides in the
Reuchlin-Pfefferkorn controversy that
involved all of learned Europe of the
early sixteenth century, in which the
great Christian humanist Reuchlin defended Hebrew books as being worthy
of saving from the fire that Pfefferkorn
and the Dominicans demanded. Likewise here are several shelves of miniature Hebrew books, books printed on
vellum, and books distinguished by
their artistic bindings. The collection of
early Jewish Americana is outstanding
and perhaps the most heavily used section of rare books, especially now that
American Jewry has celebrated the
three hundredth anniversary of its arrival in America and is increasingly interested in its history and literature.
Also in the room is the general manuscript collection. Ranging from the tenth
century (and even earlier for several
fragments) to recent times are very important codices of Biblical books, legal
material, communal records, scientific
and pseudo-scientific tracts in Hebrew
as well as highly artistic and beautifully illuminated manuscripts which are
invaluable for the history of art among
Jews. The library has what may very
likely be the largest collection of Samaritan manuscripts in the United
States and it is the only possessor in the
world of a group of Chinese-Jewish
manuscripts. These represent the primary literary remains of a group of Jews,
now extinct, who were racially indistinguishable from other Chinese. The
manuscript collection is rounded out by
a sizable number of scrolls of the Pentateuch and other parts of the Bible that
are primarily of religious significance.
PHYSICAL
RESOURCES
AND SERVICES
Like any other research library, the
Hebrew Union College Library has
maps, microfilms, microcards, recordings, pamphlets (we rarely discard any
ephemera), and other unusual items

like a book plate collection; but the
problems of housing and organizing
them are similar to those faced by most
other libraries. The problem that is
probably more peculiar to us than to
most is that of language, especially in
main entries. Since so many of the
books are in non-Roman alphabets,
transliteration of names is necessary in
order to maintain Roman alphabet
main entries. However, we also maintain a separate Hebrew title catalog,
which is much the surer way of approaching Hebrew books than by names
of authors (especially corporate).
T o service all these materials and
a great deal more, there is a staff of
12 which includes two persons who
have subject doctorates, two rabbis,
and a staff member who has specialized
in Hebrew books of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries. One person is officially the circulation-reference contact,
but every professional member of the
staff is involved directly with selection,
cataloging, and reference activity.
A hand binder and Photostat operator are also on the staff. The library is
equipped with a full bindery to take
care of rare and unusual items, although
a large amount of the regular binding
is done by commercial binders. The
fully automatic Photostat machine is
kept busy by the library and other departments. It is used largely to duplicate original material requested by libraries and scholars outside Cincinnati.
Not unlike other rapidly growing libraries, space is becoming a problem.
Although the building is beautiful and,
in many ways functional, space relationships have never been perfect. The
librarian's office is too far away from
readers and technical processes; cataloging activity should be closer to the
catalog; the receiving room is poorly
placed. T o correct all this and to provide additional space for books and
staff, a wing that will be integrated
with the present structure is now being
planned. The new entity will be a
model functional library building and at
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the same time provide facilities for
faculty studies, a large meeting room,
and classrooms.
In spite of some problems, however,
our main function of serving those who
seek Jewish information goes on and
grows in volume and variety. In any
one week the library may provide illustrative material to an artist engaged in
doing typography and design on a history of a temple; give the equivalent
Hebrew date for any given date; identify people; locate obscure quotations
in Hebrew literature; scan five years of
a weekly paper to find the names of
the officers of a congregation; prepare a
bibliography for a member of the faculty; translate a Hebrew document
written in a difficult hand; or gather
material that will help the librarian do
a television program on the history of
the book from Gutenberg to the end of
the fifteenth century.
The library is not the only campus
agency, however, that provides information. The Museum of Jewish Art and
Ritual Objects is a fascinating place for
the scholar and the casual visitor. The
American Jewish Archives houses the
largest and most active collection of
manuscript materials in the world re-

lating to Jews of the United States and
their activities. The newly organized
American Jewish Periodical Center,
which collaborates closely with the library, has as its purpose the microfilming of all American-Jewish serials in all
languages up to 1925 and selectively
since then. This group of information
units makes the Cincinnati campus of
the Hebrew Union College -Jewish
Institute of Religion the center of resources for Jewish studies in America.
The publications emanating from this
campus include the Hebrew Union College Annual, American Jewish Archives,
and Studies in Bibliography and Booklore, the library's own journal devoted
to Jewish bibliography.
The Hebrew Union College Library,
then, is no mere collection on Jewish
theology; it is one of the great special
libraries devoted to all Jewish subjects.
It also serves as a bridge between the
specifically Jewish and the general by
making its resources available to all--to those writing monographs on obscure
Jewish subjects as well as to those
needing Jewish information for primarily non-Jewish studies. There are no
real boundaries in knowledge, only
boundaries of specialization.

THE ARCHITECTURAL LIBRARY
Of The Cathedral of St. John the Divine
POLLY S. TELFORD, Librarian
Cathedral of St. John The Divine, New York City

E

ARLY IN 1955 the Joint Commis-

sion on Church Architecture and
Allied Arts of the Protestant Episcopal
Chuurch requested the library of the
Cathedral of St. John the Divine to
serve as a national depository for written and pictorial materials in the field
of church architecture. The function of
this Commission is to review plans of
churches and other parish buildings and
to help building committees analyze
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their requirements. It further suggested
that the depository contain magazine
articles, architectural drawings, photographs, and technical data concerned
with the building and furnishing of
churches and other related buildings, in
order to provide inspiration and documentation for architectural research.
It has always been the policy of the
Cathedral to have some members of its
official body thoroughly cognizant of

architectural details and general styles.
This includes, of necessity, the basic
engineering techniques of building with
stone and granite. One of the Cathedral
authorities is always the head of the
Architectural Commission of the Diocese and is also generally one of the
members of the Joint Commission on
Church Architecture and Allied Arts.
The first items of the library were
gathered together by Canon Robert
Ellis Jones at the turn of the century.
Milo Hudson Gates, the third Dean
of the Cathedral, added important bits
of material from his own particular
field of specialization, Spanish Gothic
architecture. The Dean's knowledge of
Spanish vault construction helped produce the lantern of the baptistry of the
Cathedral -one
of the most distinguished bits of building in the New
World. Canon Edward N. West who has
designed chapels for the Royal Navy
and the American Merchant Marine and
has assisted with the design of the Serbian Cathedral in New York City, has
in recent years added material on small
churches and modern architecture.
Standard classics on all types of architecture have been gathered, not to
inspire design but to give a working
knowledge of how other men have
treated problems identical with our
own. For example, the cross-in-square
church is common to Byzantine, Romanesque, Gothic, Renaissance, Georgian,
Classic Revival and modern architecture
and is of tremendous importance to all
people contemplating building. Using
entirely modern building materials and,
therefore, an entirely modern style, the
plan is still an important clue to the
best arrangement for meeting the liturgical needs of the present day.
The architecture library is not particularly interested in photographs illustrative of stylistic detail. In such a
library these would do more harm than
good, since all first class architects are
in agreement that a slavish copying of
style can produce only an uninspired
edifice. Among the materials collected

for the library are books containing information and pictures of exteriors and
interiors of cathedrals and churches in
various modes of architecture all over
the world. There are works on history
and examples of ancient, medieval, and
modern church architecture. There is
material on church dedications. the history of these dedications, and the care
and repair of churches. There are also
books describing buildings of old cities,
gardens, inns, abbeys, villages, country
houses, and castles, as well as plates
and information on sculpture, religious
art, stained glass, and woodcarving.
Recently the American Institute of
Architects suggested that its members
contribute standard works whenever
possible. In line with the general policy
of the Cathedral, the library accepts
gifts only when they are not subject to
restrictions. Additional copies of some
works are always needed; in other instances additional copies may be of far
greater service elsewhere, and it is the
policy to take endless pains to find that
"elsewhere." Duplications have enabled
the library to restock some of the English reference libraries which lost key
works during the bombing of Britain.
Much is left to be done in working
out satisfactory ways of filing the various kinds of materials so that they will
be readily accessible to meet the needs
of the people using them. Since this is
the first such library of its kind in the
United States, it will take time to find
out what uses are made of it in order
to determine finally the best way of
arranging materials.
Because of the highly specialized
groups to whom the library is available, it is a fixed policy to lend all
books, even those of great value. Most
civic institutions are not in a position
to do this, and often in the more remote sections of the country critically
important works are not available. I t
is hoped that in time this library will
perform an important service by helping to raise the standards of contemporary ecclesiastical architecture.
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A Librarian Looks at Schools
of Theology
KATHARINE S. DIEHL, Librarian
South Georgia College, Douglas, Georgia

P

ROTESTANT SCHOOLS of theology
are of three kinds: (1) entirely
separate institutions without denominational ties; ( 2 ) u n i v e r s i t y - r e l a t e d
schools of graduate studies; ' and ( 3 )
college-related graduate schools.
The great separate institution is Union
Theological Seminary in New York
City -originally Presbyterian but now
an independent graduate school. A heritage of church affinity remains in the
university-related seminaries. Harvard,
Yale, and Princeton are examples. In
these schools there is high scholarship
and a tradition of freedom of inquiry.
The sectarian tie is very close in college-related seminaries. They constitute
the largest number of institutional
members in the American Association
of Theological Schools. Their students
are accepted upon completion of appropriate preparatory studies and either
denominational membership or simple
devout Christian intention to serve the
church in some professional capacity.
FINANCIAL
STRUGGLES
AND CURRICULUM
DEFICIENCES
As in other areas of education, so in
theological education
money is the
crux of many problems. Catholic schools
solve some financial worries by using
unsalaried staff, and frequently Catholic funds are freed for extraordinary
nonreligious salaries, for general administration, and for auxiliary enterprises.
The university-related schools receive
some tremendous sums for endowment

-

AUTHOR'S NOTE: This article was prompted
by the realization that no library school is
teaching courses in religious reference except
three of the four Catholic institutions.
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and for immediate expenditure. Scholarly attainments encourage gifts. Personnel costs in Protestant schools are
high. Faculty, whether ordained or lay,
insist on salaries equivalent to those
paid in comparable secular work.
The dilemma of money and competition troubles college-related schools.
Because Protestant faculty members
must pay board, their seminary salaries
are sometimes inadequate, and because
many congregations are without resident clergy, it is not unusual for the
theological staff to engage in extracurricular activities to earn additional income -perhaps a permanent parish, a
varied schedule of college and/or seminary extension work, or some other job
with a fixed fee or honorarium. The
split loyalties and deficiency of time
raise the suggestion that preparation
somewhere is slighted.
In 1946 Hugh Hartshorne studied the
schools of the Northern Baptist Convention. He made the following critical
comments about contemporary theological education :
It conforms almost completely to the
pattern of the traditional liberal arts
college, with some aspirations toward
work at the graduate level.
It is only slightly aware of sociological
and psychological studies.
It considers the ministry a calling, not a
profession, so subject matter is historic.
Students accepted by the schools are
not able to do graduate work, but because the demand for ministers is so
great, they are graduated and assigned
church duties.
The three year educational program is

combined with remunerative work, frequently hourly labor, and is equivalent
to only one year of graduate study.
PROBLEMS
OF
THEOLOGICAL
LIBRARIES
Books in theology are splendid incunabula but they can be weeds. There
is a story, told by the dean of a recently reorganized college, that while books
were being discarded via one library
door, a devout Christian was returning
them via another. Often stack space,
storage areas, basement corners, and
even trophy cases are filled. Relationship to the useful collection or to the
curriculum is not considered. Authenticity, intrinsic worth, exhibit interestall such critera are invalid. A volume
was donated -keep it!
Colgate Rochester's Baptist historical
collection, Crozer's depository of the
American Baptist Historical Society,
Princeton's Puritan and Non-Conformist theology books, and the Union
(Richmond) Ecumenical collection are
all located in reasonable places but
many theological collections are strange.
Why a Migne in a small Baptist seminary? Why a strong Luther collectior~
at Hartford? Princeton, headquarters
for Presbyterian scholarship, tells of the
Baptist controversy books it owns. Concordia is proud of its incunabula.
A staff hired on a small salary budget
spends its time handling non-curricular
pieces. Faculty, busy with extracurricular and curricular duties and content
with their old notes, are not concerned.
The librarian, too often untrained in
the art of economical librarianship
and/or a promoted theologian, is ignorant of any need for reader service.
Catholic seminaries have been trying
to balance and modernize their libraries. During the 1950-51 the Catholic
University of America Library School
executed a thesis series in all fields of
theological studies. Students, all members of a Catholic order, prepared closely classified and graded lists of books
for institutional use. More recently the
Catholic Library World carried an an-

notated list of 100 basic theologicat
reference books.Vhough heavily nonEnglish, it includes both Catholic and
non-Catholic materials.
The goal of the American Theological Library Association, in its periodical indexing project,"^ a general scholarly indexing service approaching the
German Bibliographisches Beiblaff, successor to Theologische Literaturzeitung.
Barrow's Bibliography of Bibliographies
in Religion4 is the only comprehensive
study. A volume by the present author"
may serve librarians and theologians not
prepared to use the comprehensive work.
A most distressing factor in the present situation is the wealth of material
appropriate for elementary and advanced
theological studies and the corresponding inability of faculty and students
alike to reach it. There are language
barriers, indexing barriers, and barriers
of tradition and denominationalism.
STANDARDS
OF ACCREDITATION
The accreditation standards of the
American Association of Theological
Schools fill six pages, half of which are
devoted to the l i b r a r ~ .All
~ the way
through the statements the word should
is found, except in the final paragraph:
"An accredited school without library
notations (warning notes) is expected
to spend not less than $10,000 per
year for its total budget, not including
equipment and janitorial maintenance;
or $35.00 per student, whichever is
larger. It is also expected that $2,500
of this amount in the budget will be
spent annually for books and periodicals exclusive of binding and repair."
As a minimum expenditure for specific theological matter and with a wellstocked general public or university
library near at hand, $10,000 is a fairly
usual sum. It is, however, still a distant
goal for many small schools.
Theological faculty have long depended on their personal books. It is
hard for them to consider enlarged library facilities and a professionally trained librarian essential, yet the AATS
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accreditation standards state:
"The library should be under the direction of a full-time, professionally trained librarian. The training of the librarian should include, preferably, formal
study leading to a degree in library
science or its equivalent in library experience and training, combined with a
broad knowledge of theological subject
matter and its related literature, achieved either through courses leading to the
B.D. degree or their equivalent. He
should have full responsibility for library direction, with the counsel of the
library committee and the administration of the school. He should be a person of such quality and training as to
deserve and receive faculty status, and
should participate in the formulation
of broad educational policies and prog r a m ~ . " (italics
~
mine).
Though faculty status is far from a
major consideration, faculty quality is
essential in any educational institution.
Certain qualified librarians, however,
are quickly eliminated because women
are not accepted as B.D. candidates or
because traditionally the faculty have
doctorates.These stipulations are strange,
for most libraries -though
specialized
-are
small. By a personnel count of
seminary catalogs early in 1955, at least
50 of the 110 AATS member schools
were served by libraries of 50,000 volumes or less and 15 more by libraries
ranging from 50,000 to 100,000 volumes.
It is not too much to expect a seminary librarian to have a broad general
education, some ability in both modern
and classical languages, and some intensive knowledge of the varia of theology, plus recognition of the vast field
of religious literature and the related
tools found in every well-furnished reference library. Secular scholars have
made contributions to religious literature,
and theologians have made contributions to secular knowledge. Appropriate
volumes, regardless of the heritage of
the author, must be selected for purchase. One year of intensive study in
general and religious bibliography would
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spare the librarian five to ten years of
hit-or-miss reference service and prevent useless titles becoming part of the
permanent library.
Because it is, after all, the seminary
administration that decides what kind
of library service shall be made available -what kind of training for staff,
what kind of books for readers- it will
establish the balance between professional library training and professional
theological training.
R. P. Morris, the librarian of Yale
Divinity School, speaks for many:
"I think that there have been times
when as a librarian within the library
profession there have been distinct advantages for the church that I have
been a layman and not an ordained
minister. I have been able to work
within the American Library Association and to exert influences for the
cause of religion which otherwise probably would have been denied to me.
. . . I feel that any one working in the
library of a theological institution, other
things being equal, will do better work
and will be happier and more content
doing it if he feels a sense of commitment to the overall cause and purpose
of the institution he serves. Theological
librarianship is at its best a mini~try."~
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"PUTTING K N O W L E D G E TO WORK"
The Reaffirmation of a Credo,
A Rededication to the Faith
DR. JESSE H. SHERA, Dean
School of Library Science
Western Reserve University
Cleveland 6, Ohio
The librarian must understand how knowledge is absorbed and assimilated, the motivations it induces, the
knowledge that is available for assimilation, and how it
may best be processed for most efficient utilization.

"P

KNOWLEDGE
TO WORK!"
When the founding fathers of
the Special Libraries Association, at the
historic meeting at Bretton Woods,
adopted these four words as their professional mandate, they recognized a
dual role for themselves in a changing
society. John Cotton Dana and his fellow-believers, because they saw the
dawning of the age of the technician,
rejected the tradition of the librarian as
a custodian of records and substituted
in its stead the concept of the librarian
as a creator of wealth.
By 1909 we had begun to enter the
age of technology, the age in which the
results of scientific inquiry were being
applied, at an ever-increasing rate, to
the development of new goods and services. In the wake of these new forces,
the first special librarians saw with
astonishing clarity the opportunity to
shed the passivity of a previous day
and assume more dynamic responsibilities. But these pioneers remained traditionalists in their firm adherence to
their faith in the librarian as public
servant. In short, though they wished
almost passionately to put knowledge
to work, they still clung tenaciously to
the slogan, "The Best Reading, for the
Largest Number, at the Least Cost."
UTTING

This paper is extracted from the keynote address presented on June 4, 1956, at the SLA
Convention in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

CHANGES
IN

TECHNOLOGY
AND LIBRARIANSHIP
Though these first special librarians
were children of tradition, they perceived that already the boundaries between pure and applied sciences were
becoming blurred; that the individual
inventor, working in isolation, was being
replaced by the group of specialists coordinating their efforts in planned re
search; that intense scientific scrutiny
was being brought to bear upon problems which heretofore had been studied
only through practical, speculative, and
limited observation. Research was beginning to supplant invention, and systematized and coordinated inquiry was
displacing individual inquisitiveness.
These changes in the pattern of
scientific research were necessitating a
steadily increasing dependence upon-the
communication system, and particularly upon graphic records, for the transmission of knowledge from specialist to
specialist and from specialist to layman. Here, then, was an opportunity
not only for greater prestige for the
librarian but also for new and important responsibilities which he must be
prepared to assume.
Here, too. were the beginnings of a
revolution in librarianship, a revolution
that has not yet run its full course.
Librarianship as a profession had crystallized during the latter decades of the
nineteenth century. Both its methods
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and its services had become standardized, in terms of the traditional pattern
of scholarship. With this standardization
came an acceptance which, even when
it did not actually approach reverence,
at least seriously inhibited experimentation. Even in a new and drastically
different library situation, it beclouded
professional insight into changing informational needs. Only within the last few
years have the stereotypes, these professional conventions, been sufficiently
shaken to make possible a fresh examination of the elements of librarianship.
The addiction of special librarians to
repeated discussion of methods and the
popularity of methods clinics are symptomatic of a deeply rooted and wellnigh universal craving for innovation.
Eager searching for technical improvement is laudable, of course, provided
one does not lose sight of the fact that
though some progress may be made by
piling technology on technology, technical improvement pursued for its own
sake soon sputters out in haphazard
and sporadic tinkering.
Technology is the child of fundamental research; and there exists here
a kind of hedonistic paradox which
teaches that technological improvement
is not to be sought on an end in itself
but is rather the natural by-product of
fundamental research. In the sciences,
a single break-through in pure scholarship may foster an entirely new technological age; and the technology of
the future may not be a simple extension of the technology of today. The
modern science of illumination was not
derived from attempts to improve the
efficiency of the coal oil lamp, and the
modern automobile is much more than
an internal combustion engine hitched
between the shafts of a buggy.
NEEDFOR
FUNDAMENTAL
RESEARCH
The process by which the findings of
fundamental research in the sciences
are eventually absorbed into its technology may have a counterpart in the
field of librarianship. There was no
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fundamental research in librarianship
in the nineteenth century; the library
techniques of the age of Melvil Dewey
were derived from the experiences of
earlier librarians and were almost entirely empirical. The practitioners of
the profession guessed, often with astonishing accuracy, the needs of their
patrons and the methods by which
those needs could be met. This basis for
the derivation of library technology is
no longer necessary and it should not
be perpetuated. If librarianship is to
continue to serve society as it properly
should, it must reconsider its techniques
in relation to the results of an extensive program of fundamental research.
Now that the standardization of an
earlier age in librarianship has been
shattered by contemporary demands
upon our system of graphic communication, librarians are again faced with
the decision of accepting or rejecting a
new formulation of standards derived
from pragmatic experience. Even were
it desirable, standardization is not possible now as it was in 1876. The diversity of library situations, the fragmentation of human knowledge into
minute exact units which must be precisely organized and indexed, the rapid
proliferation of new techniques for information retrieval, many of which are
as yet untested -all of these quickly
invalidate any attempt to return to
standardization. The impracticability of
standardization, therefore, necessitates
a re-examination of the fundamental
theory of librarianship.
I have long argued that librarianship
cannot be fully comprehended until it
is studied in relation to the total communication process by which society
achieves and disseminates knowledge.
We cannot accurately assess the value
of the services which the librarian has
to offer, regardless of the clientele he
serves, until we understand the role of
the library in the transmission of knowledge from individual to individual and
group to group. To state it another way,
I have urged the need for a program of

fundamental research into the basic
theory, or philosophy, of librarianship.
For many this attitude may create
an immediate impression of theory for
its own sake; to others it may seem to
be excessively esoteric and incomprehensible; to some it may smell too
much of the laboratory. But these are
only popular illusions, fostered, perhaps, by the variety of connotations
inherent in the term "fundamental research." Fundamental research is the
interplay of mind on phenomena; it is
a method; it is a pattern of thought; it
is a psychological response to environment; it is the will to know and to
understand; it is the highest expression
of "Putting Knowledge to Work."
Therefore, if librarians are to put
knowledge to work, they must first ask
themselves two fundamental questions:
1. What is knowledge, or, more specifically, what are the characteristics of
recorded knowledge?
2. How is it put to work? It is this
relationship between recorded knowledge on the one hand, and man as the
user of it on the other, that is the true
core of librarianship.

UTILIZATION
OF
GRAPHIC
RECORDS
Librarians cannot discover the answers to these questions by working in
isolation -they
must seek assistance
from the psychologists, the anthropologists, the linguists, and probably scholars working in a wide variety of academic disciplines. Having received the
assistance of other scientists, the librarian must then accept the responsibility
for synthesizing the results of this scholarship into a unified body of knowledge
that will equip him to become an effective agent in bringing man and his
graphic records together in a truly productive relationship.
The relations hi^ between man and
knowledge crystallizes as a pattern of
thought or a constellation of many patterns of thought, and it is these patterns
of thought as they relate to the use
which man makes of his graphic records

that are the peculiar province of the
librarian. As these patterns of thought
take shape in the human mind, there
emerges a need for precise knowledge
(facts, information, etc.) that lies beyond the experience of the thinker. He,
then, must make use of vicarious experience, and if the librarian is to serve
as a mediator in this process, he must
enter into it as completely as possible.
This process of assimilation implies,
of course as a prerequisite, access to
stored knowledge, or, as the documentalists characterize it, the retrieval of
information. Variations in fundamental
thought patterns engender corresponding changes in patterns of use of information, and these in turn must determine the system of recourse to recorded knowledge if knowledge is to be
put to work most efficiently. But systems of recourse cannot be effectively
devised without an accurate description
of our recorded knowledge itself -a
description expressed in terms at least
similar to, if not identical with, the
terms used to describe the elements of
the thought pattern itself, for only thus
can an associative link between the
thought pattern and the pattern of recourse to the literature be established.
I am convinced that these patterns of
recourse to recorded information coalesce
to form clusters of related patterns and
that though these groupings may vary
from discipline to discipline and from
type of use to type of use, they are
intrarelated. I further believe that,
through basic research, these relationships can be identified and studied.
The task of putting knowledge to
work, then, rests upon a bipartite theoretical, or fundamental, structure:
1. An understanding of language and
the communication process itself and
its role in the transmission of knowledge.
2. A comprehension of human thought
patterns so expressed that patterns of
recourse to recorded knowledge can be
derived from them.
Upon such a theoretical foundation,
a technological superstructure may be
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erected with confidence that the needs
of society for adequate library service
will be met. Only then will it become
possible to create truly effective mechanisms--catalogs, indexes, abstract services -for establishing a bibliographic
connection between the user and the
store of recorded knowledge. Only then
will it become possible to construct
machines or systems with the proper
discriminating capabilities which will
realize the greatest potential in the
correlation of recorded information. Only
then will it become possible to develop
programs of education and training to
prepare bibliographic specialists qualified to render the greatest possible
service to society. Only then will we
really be "Putting Knowledge to Work."
Recently there have come to our attention two publications prepared by
members of the Academy of Sciences of
the U.S.S.R.? from which we learn that
the Soviet documentalists have, by the
application of theory and basic research
developed in the United States, devised
an experimental information machine
for mechanized literature searching. Ad-

mittedly this is an experimental machine, and as far as we know, it lacks
many of the capabilities which are possible for machines of this sort. But I
would remind you that no secret is
being made of this achievement and I
leave to your own conjecture the amount
of such Soviet progress that is not being
publicly reported. However amateurish
&jay be these Russian beginnings, we
dare not risk complacency.
On our ability to put knowledge to
work may hinge the very future of our
civilization and the perpetuation of our
cherished way of life. Let us promote a
truly unified attack upon these obstacles to the fullest possible utilization
of recorded knowledge. Let us reaffirm
the faith of the founding fathers. Let us
solemnly rededicate ourselves to the
credo of "Putting Knowledge to Work."

+

V . P. Cherenin and B. M . Rakov. T h e Experimental Information Machine o f the U.S.S.R.
Academy o f Sciences. Moscow, 1955. 40 p.
V . P . Cherenin. Some Problems o f Documentation and the Mechanization o f Information
Searches. Moscow: Institute o f Scientific Information, Academcy o f Sciences, U.S.S.R.,
1955. 75 p .

Library School and Study Notes
WESTERNRESERVE
UNIVERSITY,
SCHOOL
LIBRARYSCIENCEwill inaugurate
the first of a series of four sessions called The Special Seminar Program this
fall. Courses will be offered by WR's
School of Library Science in cooperation with the Cleveland Public Library
and Special Libraries Association.
Seminars in Machine Literature Searching (10 hours), Operations Research
Approach (10 hours), and Theory of
Classification (15 hours) will be given
October 29 - November 2, 1956. Series
B, February 4-8, 1957, offers Documentation Survey ( 10 hours), Machine
Aids to Librarianship (10 hours), and
Special Libraries (15 hours). Series C,
May 20 - 24, 1957, offers Machine Literature Searching ( 10 hours), Special
Libraries (15 hours), and Report WritOF
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ing (10 hours). Series D will be a special two week intensive summer seminar including all the above courses.
A Practical Problems Clinic will be included in all series with the opportunity
to consider specific problems suggested
by the participants. These topics will
be scheduled in advance and notices
will be circulated to all registrants.
Courses are opened to everybody interested in the management of recorded information and reservations may be made
for a single course in any of the series.
Tuition is $2.00 per hour. A brochure
with further details may be obtained
from the School of Library Science,
Western Reserve University, Cleveland
6, Ohio, or from Special Libraries Association Headquarters.

Special Librarianship
A n d / o r Documentation - A

Report

On the Post-Convention Institute

M

300 librarians and documentalists representing technical libraries and documentation centers
throughout the country attended the
post-convention Institute on Special Librarianship and Documentation held in
Pittsburgh, June 8, 1956, under the
sponsorship of Special Libraries Association in cooperation with the American Documentation Institute, Association of Technical Writers and Editors,
and the National Microfilm Association. The Institute aimed at promoting
better understanding among all s e g
ments of the information producing and
using processes.
The main emphasis of the all day
meeting was on "summing-up" advances
in the various fields of documentation
of interest to special libraries. The program stressed the interaction and interdependence between the originators and
processors of printed materials and
special libraries. The six papers presented gave a comprehensive view of
large areas on the frontiers of special
librarianship -advances, present conditions, problems, and future prospects.
A documentation roundtable on the
general theme of "Where Do We Go
From Here?" was also conducted. Discussion centered around the well-worn
problem of what to do about documentation within the organizational framework of the Special Libraries Association. Views of individuals attending the
Institute ranged from proposals to
merge SLA with the American Documentation Institute to opinions that
documentation offers nothing new and
ORE THAN

is in fact only another name for special
li brarianship.
Between these extremes the consensus
generally seemed to be that the time
was opportune for a concrete recognition of SLA interest in documentation
and that the formation of a Division
was perhaps the best way to advance
matters. A formal petition requesting
the formation of a Division of Documentation within SLA was circulated
and signed by more than the necessary
50 members in good standing. The petition has, therefore, been referred to
the President for appropriate action by
the Executive Board.
The proponents of a Division of
Documentation cited several years of
consideration of documentation within
the Association. I t was recalled that a
merger of SLA with the American
Documentation Institute was first proposed to the Executive Board in 1950.
In succeeding years a Committee on
Documentation continued a desultory
inquiry into the nature of documentation and its relation to special librarianship. For the past two years this committee has recommended, in vain, that
its existence be terminated because it
had no apparent mission to perform.
At the Detroit Convention in 1955, a
group of SLA members first proposed
forming a Division of Documentation
but the informal petition circulated at
that time did not provide a clear cut
basis for requesting official action.
Several individuals attending the Institute proposed that renewed efforts
be made to bring about the merger of

EDITOR'S
NOTE: The papers presented by Edward N. Waters and C. G. Stevenson at the
post-convention Institute will be published in forthcoming issues of SPECIAL
LIBRARIES
while
the speeches of R. T. Hamlett, Vernon D. Tate, and Allen Kent will be extracted.
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SLA with the American Documentation Institute. An equal number were
against such a merger declaring that in
general the two organizations have separate purposes and objectives and that
a substantial number of members in
each would be unwilling to continue in
a combined organization. A poll taken
of those attending the Institute showed
that perhaps one-third maintained membership in both SLA and ADI.
It was the opinion of some few at
the meeting that documentation offers
nothing new beyond the scope of enlightened special librarianship. I n this
connection several definitions of documentation were put forward and there
appeared to be evidence of growing
agreement that documentation comprises three major activities: document
preparation and publication, dissemination, and utilization. Thus, documentation could be construed to include librarianship plus the prior activities of
preparing and reproducing materials
and the subsequent activity of distribution. These elements are implicit in
recent definitions by Shera, Jackson,
Taube, and others.
Those who opposed establishment of
a Division of Documentation in SLA
recommended that interested special librarians work within AD1 to further
ceeded professional programs in this
field. It was pointed out by others,
however, that AD1 has been practically
c7 dormant organization between conventions and that little committee work
has been done. In addition, the heterogeneous complexion of AD1 membership was said to prevent focusing attention on problems of special librarians.
It was the feeling of the majority
that the formation of a Division of
Documentation would neither hinder
=or aid any possible eventual merger
of SLA and ADI. This contingency was
considered irrelevant to the basic need
for a suitable organization within SLA
to undertake studies, investigations, and
programs in fields of documentation
that impinge upon special librarianship.
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It was the conviction of this group that
a Division is the necessary vehicle to
carry out studies of special and general
problems, exchange of ideas, development of needed devices and methods,
and the formation of principles that
underlie interlocking processes of special librarianship and documentation.
There is continual development of
devices, techniques, methods, and systems for aiding all the steps concerned
in the information process -recording,
publication, distribution, storage, classification, indexing, abstracting, search,
selection, and reproduction of documentary materials. Fundamental research in these areas by librarians has
been almost wholly lacking. If action is
not taken, the whole field of information research may proceed without the
benefit of librarian influence.
BERNARD
M.FRY
Asst. Director, Technical Information Service,
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission

The following papers presented at the
1956 SLA Convention in Pittsburgh
will be published in forthcoming issues
:
of SPECIALLIBRARIES
RECORDS RETENTION AND DESTRUCTION, Stanley Graham
PRESERVATION O F P H O T O GRAPHS ON MICROFILM, Agnes
C. Henebry.
SOME CREATIVE WRITING OPPORTUNITIES OPEN TO SPECIAL LIBRARIANS, Irving H. Jenks
A LIBRARIAN LOOKS
DOCUMENTATION, Foster E. Mohrhardt
MILITARY L I T E R A T U R E F R O M
T H E LIBRARIAN'S POINT OF
VIEW, Jerrold Orne
PRESERVATION AND RESTORATION OF MATERIALS, Margaret
Scriven
WEEDING AND OTHER SPACES A V I N G M E T H O D S , Ralph J.
Shoemaker.
ATOMIC ENERGY BUSINESS SERVICES, Mrs. Virginia Sternberg
WORK MEASUREMENT I N TECHNICAL INFORMATION ACTIVITIES, C. G. Stevenson
T H E LIBRARIAN IN A CHANGING
WORLD, Clarence C. Walton
TRAINING FOR SPECIAL LIBRARIANSHIP, Edward N. Waters
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New Techniques and Developments in the
Field of PHOTOREPRODUCTION

N

and developments
of the past year in the microreproduction industry were discussed
at the Fifth Annual Meeting of the
National Microfilm Association, Chicago, April 23 and 24, 1956. Discussions covered what is available and
what is expected in this field.
The Filmsort Division reports new
equipment is available which will make
fast, direct copies of microfilm mounted
in apertures. The Diazo process is used
and copy is made by contact printing.
Blank presensitized Diazo film mounted on a card may be superimposed upon
a mounted original film and passed
through a machine which produces a
dry copy. Positives reproduce positives
and negatives reproduce negatives. The
machine costs about $300.
It is expected that a new machine
that will enlarge continuously and automatically, by dry process from roll or
mounted film, will be available within
the year. Copy 18 x 24 inches on a new
supersensitive Diazo paper exposed by
ultraviolet through quartz lenses can
be produced. Models of these machines
are now in use in the Pentagon. There,
the patron obtains a blank presensitized film and notes a drawing number
on the paper attachment. The blank is
then given to the file clerk. The original film is pulled, and both blank and
original are run through a duplicating
machine. Each copy is expendable since
the cost is slight. The patron may view
copy through a reader or make an enlargement from a copying machine.
University Microfilm Corporation has
afi improved process for putting photographs on microfilms. This should be
of interest to those maintaing newspaper morgues or files of photographs.
The system is in operation at Look
magazine, New York City.
EW TECHNIQUES

Microphoto Corporation has developed a new method for copying large
numbers of listings on film. Plastic or
metal interlocking strips form a belt,
and on each one of the strips a listing
appears. The belt may be of any length,
and changes are made by inserting or
withdrawing strips. The belt is then
microfilmed.
Haloid Company has developed a
new machine called Copyflo which uses
Xerography to make quick, cheap, fullsize paper prints from microfilm. The
new equipment permits enlargements
up to seven times the size of the original. X e r o x Processing Laboratories,
Chicago, a new service center, will produce 81/2 x 11 inch prints from 16mm
or 35mm film at a cost of about five
cents each. Business is handled only
through microfilm service companies,
within 24 to 48 hours of receipt of film.
One Copyflo model will produce dry
prints 11 inches wide in one operation
from a continuous roll of film. A new
model, expected to go into use this
year, will produce 24 inch dry prints
from both film rolls and "unitized"
mounted film.
Ozalid sales representatives in 62
cities will service production of microfilm duplicates. The Ozalid process permits a dye to be soaked into the film
base making the film tough and hard
to scratch. It is a non-emulsion film
and clear, legible duplicates, negatives
from negatives, can be produced from it.
RCA's Electrofax dry printing process differs from Xerography in that
specially coated paper is electrostatically charged directly. This eliminates
the need for first charging the selenium plate as is done in Xerography and
furnishes quick prints at the rate of
one every four seconds.
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The RCA Bizmac Electrofax enlarger will print from microfilm, either
35mm or Filmsort apertures, to paper.
It does not require a dark room and it
may be used under fluorescent lighting.
It is a dry process; no chemicals are
used. It will produce up to 24 multiple
copies. It is especially designed to produce copies of engineering drawings.
The RCA Compositron makes it possible to produce images taken from
punched or magnetic tapes.
There is great interest in the applicztions of the film sheet. Information
on film rolls has been regarded as
"frozen" because of the difficulty in
finding a specific item. Microstrips and
microtape permit more flexible handling. Microstrips have been used in
Filmsort Jackets and filed. Microtape
has been used with punched cards. Microtape in 100 foot rolls of 16mm positive text costs approximately $9.50 a
roll. This pressure-sensitized tape may
then be applied to file cards. It permits
use of both sides of cards of any size.
Filmsort Division will soon make
sheet film available. The Ozalid process is used to produce a non-emulsion
film in any size wanted by the customer. As a single unit, it is more flexible
than roll film because reels are eliminated. Compared with microcards, a
better image is produced because light
is transmitted rather than reflected.
Better copy may be produced from the
sheet film. It seems reasonable to expect that multiple copies can be cheaply produced.
An interesting demonstration of a
VISlrecord-Microcard system for investment research given recently by
VISIrecord, Inc. and Microcard Foundation showed the application of Microcards. It is claimed that the system
will save up to 90 per cent of filing
space ordinarily required for corporation files. The American Optical Society displayed a new Microcard reader
in conjunction with the exhibit. This
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machine, soon to be available, enlarges
Microcard copy up to 23 times its size
in one operation.
Some of the new equipment available includes a portable microfilm reader for 16mm or 35mm film, which features desk-top opaque screen projection.
This is manufactured by Griscombe
Products, Inc. One model with a magnification of 23 times is priced at $165;
the other model with a magnification
of 17 times is priced at $175. Remington Rand has a new Film-a-Record
Electronic A 0 Reader mounted on
casters for mobility. It will scan 16mm
or 35mm at magnifications of 23 or 40
times, using a green tinted day-view
screen. Full-size prints can be made
behind the screen. The approximate
cost is $895.
Polychrome Corporation has a new
transfer process that permits offset
plates to be made from the exposed
matrix used in the Verifax copying
method. A plate may be made in one
minute; copy may be added or deleted
and plates retained for later use. Approximate cost of this attachment to a
Verifax machine is about $75.
Hunter Photo Copyist, Inc. has several new machines. H E C C O K W I K
BOOKMASTER -model
HT-1 will
make copies up to 9 x 16 inches and
has a flat bed printing unit for bound
material. The approximate cost of the
machine is $165.
Background information on microcopying will be found in the article,
"Microfilm and Microfacsimile Publications," written by H. W. Ballou and
John Rather, Library Trends, October
1955, p. 182-194. The new book by
Chester M. Lewis and William H. Offenhauser, Jr., Microrecording: Zndustrial and Library Applications, New
York : Interscience, 1956, gathers together much useful information.
LORETTAJ. KIERSKY
Technical Processes Librarian
Bell Telephone Laboratories, New Y o r k C i t y
SLA Photographic Reproduction Commiffee

PNLA'S Library Development Project

The Pacific Northwest Library Association has undertaken a two year, detailed study of the present library situation in Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
Montana, and British Columbia. Financed by a $60,000 Ford Foundation
grant, the purpose of PNLA's Library
Development Project is to prepare an
active, coordinated regional program
for extending and improving library facilities in the Northwest. Dr. Morton
Kroll, assistant professor of political
science at Wayne University, Detroit,
is director of the project and Henry T.
Drennan, head librarian of the Umatilla
County Library, Pendleton, Oregon, is
assistant director.
AALL Fiftieth Anniversary

The Golden Jubilee Convention of the
American Association of Law Libraries
was held during the week of June 25 at
the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel in Philadelphia. Carroll C. Moreland, librarian
of the Biddle Law Library, University
of Pennsylvania, and president of
AALL presided. Speakers during the
week's activities included the Honorable
George Wharton Pepper, former United
States Senator; Katharine L. Kinder,
president of Special Libraries Association; Dr. Ralph Shaw, president of the
American Library Association; and
David F. Maxwell, president-elect of
the American Bar Association.
The new officers for 1956-57 are Dillard
S. Gardner, North Carolina Supreme
Court Library, president; Helen Hargrave, University of Texas Law Library, president-elect; Jean Ashman,
Washington University School of Law,
secretary; Huberts Prince, The Army
Library, Washington, D.C., treasurer;
and Vernon Smith, University of California School of Law at Berkeley, member of the Executive Board.
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The May issue of the Law Library
Journal, official journal of the AALL,
appeared as a golden jubilee issue in
commemoration of the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the association. The contents include histories
of the association, its chapters, its publications, and its relation to other professional organizations. Lists of the association's officers, meeting places, and
a text of its constitution make the
jubilee issue a useful reference work.
The price of the issue is $2.50 and
orders may be sent to William B. Stern,
AALL, 301 West First Street, Los Angeles 12, California.
Free Back Numbers of Mental Hygiene

The National Association for Mental
Health is offering, postpaid and without
charge, back numbers of the first 39
volumes of Mental Hygiene. Interested
librarians may contact the Association
at 1790 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
Recruitment Information

Putting Knowledge to Work: The Profession of the Special Librarian is an
attractively designed and illustrated 16
page brochure intended to interest college students in special librarianship as
a career. The pamphlet is the result of
several years of work by two SLA Recruitment Committees under the chairmanship of Thelma Hoffman, 1953-55,
and Mrs. Elsa Freeman, 1955-56. Explaining first what a special librarian is
and does, the pamphlet continues by
describing necessary personal and educational qualifications, the variety of
job opportunities in science, business,
industry, and other fields, and many
other features of special library work.
SLA Headquarters will supply copies
upon request.
The Veterans Administration has recently published The Librarian in the
Veterans Administration, VA pamphlet
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10-46. Brief text and photographs present the basic aspects of the VA program, duties of the general and the
medical librarian, requirements for the
positions, and employment benefits.
Copies may be obtained by writing the
Chief, Library Division, Veterans Administration Central Office, Washington 25, D.C.

The June 15, 1956 issue of Library
Journal, vol. 81, no. 12, is devoted to
various aspects of recruitment. Thirteen articles, three of which were written by SLA members, and a bibliography cover selling the library profession,
salaries, recruiting appeals, recruiting
for special types of library work, and
programs of state associations.

Southern California Chapter Honors Shirley Booth
Although Shirley Booth never wore the new "demure" party dress which figured
in her role of Bunny Watson, special librarian, in "The Desk Set," she finlly did
have an opportunity to wear the gown to a gathering of special librarians. The
occasion was a reception in her honor h d d at the Cathay Circle Theater in Los
Angeles on August 2 after a performance of the play which was attended by
more than 350 Southern California SLA members and their friends.
Norma Goodhue, reporting the event in the Los Angeles Times, described the role
of special librarians in business, industry, science, and entertainment and observed
that management people who had seen "The Desk Set" identified their own libraries and personnel problems with the play.
In the picture below, Shirley Booth accepts a scroll, which conferred honorary
membership upon her in SLA's Southern California Chapter, from Chapter president Margaret Anderson (right ), Rand Corporation, Santa Monica. Miss Anderson
was co-chairman of the theater party and reception with Sherry Taylor (left),
Prudential Insurance Company, Los Angeles. Others in the group, from left to
right, are reception committee members: Hal Stone, C. F. Braun & Company,
Alhambra; Robert Lewis, 07Melveny & Myers, Los Angeles; and Elizabeth
Walkey, Consolidated Electrodynamics, Pasadena. The 5 x 8 inch scroll, presented
during a surprise ceremony, reads: The Southern California Chapter of the Special
Libraries Association conveys honorary membership upon Miss Shirley Booth in
recognition of her portrayal of a special librarian in "The Desk Set!'
Jock Warner Studio
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Foreign Affairs Reference Service

Margaret Mann Citation

Deadline Data on Foreign Affairs is a
new reference service based on a flexible index card system continuously
kept up to date. Subject matter is divided into countries, conferences, pacts,
and areas or topics of current international interest. The approach is chronological, objective, and analytical, with
current and historical factual data and
comments quoted from the press and
recognized experts. The service begins
with 1500 5 x 8 inch cards held in a
two-drawer desk-top cabinet. Weekly
supplements keep the files up to date,
with new cards replacing earlier material. A master index is included. For
information, write Deadline Data, Inc.,
1078 Madison Avenue, New York 28.

Nominations are now being sought for
the 1956 Margaret Mann Citation
award. Librarians who have made a
distinguished contribution to the profession through cataloging and classification are eligible. The nominees must
be members of the ALA Division of
Cataloging and Classification but may
be nominated by any librarian. All
nominations should be made not later
than January 1, 1957, to the chairman
of the DCC Committee on Award of the
Margaret Mann Citation, Norman L.
Kilpatrick, Director of Libraries, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Fla.

Equipment Information

Two recent issues of Office Management have featured information of interest to special librarians. In the February 1956 issue, Robert Beeman presents a round-up of calculators, computors,, and tape operated and card
operated machines. The March 1956
issue features a comprehensive, illustrated presentation of copying and
duplicating processes. Each process is
treated under : theory, characteristics,
operating notes, and manufacturers.
Second Beta Phi M u Chapter

The second chapter of Beta Phi Mu,
national library science honorary fraternity, was installed at the School of
Library Science of the University of
Southern California on February 15,
1956. Founded at the University of
Iilinois in 1948 for the recognition of
high scholastic achievement by library
students, the fraternity has a membership of over 1,000, including graduates
from more than 20 library schools.
BOARD AND COUNCIL MEETINGS

The Executive Board and Advisory
Council will hold their autumn
meetings on November 1-3, 1956
at the Princeton Inn, Princeton,
New Jersey.

Business Division to Revise "Price Sources"

A committee established by SLA's Business Division is working to revise and
bring up to date the Commerce Department's publication, Price Sources :
Index of commercial and economic publications currently received in the libraries of the Department of Commerce
which contain current market commodify prices ( 1931). Paul Wasserman,
chairman of the committee, is interested in receiving ideas, suggestions, and
contributions of price information or
lists which libraries or members may
already have compiled. His address is
Graduate School of Business and Public Administration, Cornell University,
Ithaca, New York.
§LA Members in the News

BENJAMINA. CUSTER,former processing director of the Detroit Public Library, has been appointed editor of the
16th edition of the Dewey Decimal
Classification by the Library of Congress. Mr. Custer is a past president of
the American Library Association Division of Cataloging and Classification.
MRS. VALBORGJACOBY has resigned
from her position as head of the research library at Anheuser-Busch, Inc.,
St. Louis, to care for two young German children whom she and her husband adopted this summer. Mrs. Valborg recently returned from Berlin with
the children, a brother and a sister.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

MRS. HILDEGARD
MILLAR,librarian of
the Bureau of International Relations
Library at the University of California,
has been honored by a perpetual award
in her name established by Delta Phi
Epsilon, national foreign service fraternity, in recognition of her 20 years
of active and helpful guidance of students. The purpose of the award is to
encourage and reward interest in the
federal government in the field of foreign relations. Mrs. Millar is a charter
member of the San Francisco Bay Region Chapter.
MARGERY
QUIGLEY,head librarian at
the Montclair Free Public Library, New
Jersey, retires on September 30 ,1956.
Miss Quigley is co-author of Portrait of
a Library and Poppy Seed Cakes, a result of her many travels. Her retirement plans call for research on Carl
Bodmer, a 19th century painter of
American Indians.
In Memoriam

MRS. ELIZABETH
PEARLE
AULL,former
librarian of the patients' library at St.
Elizabeth's Hospital in Washington, D.C.,
died in August, 1956. She was a member
of SLA's Washington, D.C. Chapter.
C H A R L E SW E S L E YSMITH, librarian
emeritus of the University of Washington, Seattle, died July 5, 1956. In addition to administering a growing university library, Mr. Smith was the author
and compiler of many important bibliographical works. His efforts to organize a Bibliographic Center for the
Pacific Northwest culminated in 1940
with a Carnegie Corporation grant for
the establishment of the Center. Mr.
Smith was a member of SLA's Puget
Sound Chapter.
MAURICESYMONDS,
chief librarian of
the New York Daily News since 1922,
died suddenly on August 14, 1956. A
charter member of SLA's Newspaper
Division, Mr. Symonds served as the Division's first treasurer, 1924-1926, and
as its chairman in 1928 and 1940. At the
time of his death, he was chairman of
the New York section of the Division.
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SPOTTED
An attractive, four page reprint o f the A T A E
Management Library (SPECIAL LIBRARIES,
Nov. 1955) has been prepared and distributed
to its members b y the American Trade Association Executives. W i d e inside margins contain quotes from letters o f A T A E library users
commenting on the value o f the library . . .
T h e first page o f Services Helpful to Librarians (SPECIALLIBRARIES,
Nov. 1955) has
been reprinted for distribution b y Government
Publications Service o f Washington, D.C.
Copies o f the complete paper, which was presented at the 1955 S L A convention b y Dorothea M . Rice, are available without charge
" J O B IDEAS,"
from S L A Headquarters . .
a vocational column o f Glamour magazine,
will be devoted t o t h e special librarian i n
October 1956. Headquarters furnished salary
data and other information for the article . . .
"Strong Voices," the editorial i n the May
1, 1956 Library Journal, declares: Librarians
are not raising their voices provocatively or
loudly enough to make k e y people aware o f
the information which i s gathered together
within the confines o f the library. This i s true
i n all types o f libraries but especially in the
libraries supported b y business and industry.
T h e editorial goes on t o deplore the timid
approach followed b y many librarians i n their
relations with top management and urges
that: A clear clarion call should b e beamed
toward the summit and should proclaim, maintain, and aim for sound, fast, understanding,
T h e obligation t o explain
vital service . . .
the benefits o f active library service t o management is not confined t o the western hemisphere. I n an article entitled "Management's
Need for Information: T h e Value o f a Company Library," T h e T i m e s Review o f Zndustry ( L o n d o n ) , July 1956, Cyril Cleverdon
delineates how industrial libraries can furnish
specific data on specific problems and can
also provide a constant flow o f relevant information t o management, research, and production men . . . @ T h e May 1956 issue o f
Current Biography cames a biographical account o f Chester M . Lewis, 1955-56 president
o f S L A and chief librarian o f T h e New Y o r k
Times. T h e article covers Mr. Lewis' activities,
contributions t o professional literature, and
the services o f the Times library . . .
@ Eleanor Cavanaugh, librarian o f Standard
& Poor's Corporation, was featured i n the
monthly series, "How Did She Get There,"
o f the June 1956 issue o f Charm magazine.
T h e beginnings o f Standard & Poor's Corporation Library and Miss Cavanaugh's role i n the
development o f one o f the world's largest
private financial libraries are described.

.

Coming Events
ference at Phoenix, Arizona, October
AMERICANPUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIA- 3 1 - November 1. "Resources for IndusTION. The 84th Annual Meeting of the
trial Expansion" will be the theme. InAmerican Public Health Association
quiries may be directed to Carleton
will be held in Convention Hall, AtlanGreen, manager of the Mountain States
tic City, New Jersey, November 12-16.
Office of Stanford Research Institute,
More than 4,000 public health workers
304 Heard Building, Phoenix.
representi~gevery discipline in public
Letter to the Editor
health will participate in the 14 specialThe Combined Committees on Wilson Inized sections. The American Public
dexes have been working for approximately
Health Association has its headquarters
a year and a half on a study of the Industrial
at 1790 Broadway in New York City.
Arts Index. These Committees represent the
DIVISION OF CHEMICALLITERATURE, Reference Librarians Section of the Association of College and Reference Libraries, the
AMERICANCHEMICALSOCIETY. The
Reference Section of the ALA Public Librafall meeting of the Division will be held
ries Division, and the Special Libraries AssoSeptember 16-2 1 in Atlantic City, New
ciation. Thus far attention has been given to
Jersey. The program will feature symmatters of policy which will have an important bearing on the future of the Index.
posia on a number of subjects, includSome time this month (July) a policy
ing patents, literature of rubber, poliquestionnaire
will be sent out to all subcies and production of Chemical Abscribers. They will be asked if they favor
sfracfs, searching the chemical literadividing the present index into two separate
ture, and preparation of technical maindexes: one for applied science and technology and one for business periodicals. Coupled
terial for development, promotion, and
with this question will be another aimed at
advertising.
potential support for the two proGOVERNMENTAL
RESEARCH ASSOCIA- determining
posed indexes. The Committees are making
TION. The 1956 Conference of the Govthis recommendation because they feel that
ernmental Research Association will be
the present index is attempting to cover two
distinct fields, that publishing restrictions on
held a t the Westchester Country Club,
the size of any one index prohibit necessary
Rye, New York, on October 15-17. Naexpansion of the present coverage and that
tionally known authorities will conthe title of the present index no longer has
tribute to discussions of the proper and
meaning. The present size of Industrial Arts
Index cannot be increased, even though many
effective use of research data, common
periodicals which have been suggested for inproblems of metropolitan areas, urban
dexing are of permanent reference value.
redevelopment and renewal, programs
If sufficient support for the two proposed
for economic development, and new
indexes is forthcoming, The H. W. Wilson
frontiers in public and mental health.
Company is willing to undertake their publiFurther information will be furnished
cation. There are undoubtedly a number of
libraries which do not subscribe to the Indusby the Association at 684 Park Avetrial Arts Index a t present but would be innue, New York 21, N. Y.
in either the proposed Business PeriPENNSYLVANIA
LIBRARYASSOCIATION terested
odicals Index or the Applied Science and
will feature joint meetings of special
Technology Index. I t would be helpful to the
librerians and college and reference liWilson Company in making its decision if it
could hear from some of these libraries. We
brarians at its conference to be held in
therefore urge any libraries which are not now
Pittsburg5, October 4-6. For further insubscribing to the Industrial Arts Index -but
f~rmationabout the programs planned,
which would be interested in subscribing to
write Marie A. Davis, Carnegie Library
either of the proposed indexes - to write
expressing their interest in one or both indexes
01 Pittsburgh, 4400 Forbes Street, Pittsto Mr. Edwin B. Colburn, Chief of Indexing
burgh 13, Pennsylvania.
Services, The H. W. Wilson Company, 950
and
STANFORDRESEARCHINSTITUTE
University Avenue, New York 52, New York,
the Confederation of Mexican Induson or before October 1, 1956.
trial Chambers are co-sponsoring the
JEROME K. WILCOX,
General Chairman
Third Western Area Development ConCombined Committees on Wilson Indexes
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BOOK REVIEWS
DIRECTORY O F PHOTOCOPYING AND
MICROCOPYING SERVICES, 2nd rev. ed.,
(F.I.D. pubn. no. 278). The Hague, 6 Willem
Witsenplein, Netherlands: International Federation for Documentation, Nov. 1955, 50 p.
The appearance of this directory, of which
parts of the text are in English, French, and
German, brings to mind that SLA last published the only similar directory for the
United States in 1947. The editors of the
F.I.D. work note that the only other countries
distinguished by their own national directories are France and the Union of South
Africa. It is not the intention of the Directory
to mention all the photographic services, but
rather those which make their services available to inquirers from abroad. For each country, and there are over eighty, the Directory
mentions reference institutions, which may be
considered as clearing houses for inquiries and
do not always possess a reproduction service,
and reproduction service. Most services restrict their activities to copies of their holdings, but there are exceptions. Prices listed
are as of 1945/55 and, of course, may no
longer be accurate in every instance.
The problem of copyright is recognized and
the editors believe that, in general, no difficulties will be encountered if a single nonsale copy for private use is requested. (The
SLA Photographic Reproduction Committee
is studying this problem in an attempt t o
clarify the question for special libraries in
this country.) The texts of the "Declaration
of Fair Dealing in Regard to Copying from
Scientific Periodicals," issued by the Royal
Society, United Kingdom, April 12, 1949, and
the "Agreement on the Photographic Copying
by Libraries of Copyrighted Material," signed
in May 1935 by the Chairman of the Joint
Committee on Materials for Research and the
President of the National Association of Book
Publishers, are given in full. There follows a
brief survey of modern processes for document reproduction and a section on recommended sizes of photoreproducing, the latter drafted by the International Organization
for Standardization (I.S.O.). The far-flung
UNESCO coupon system is explained and
accompanied by a list of distributing offices.
The list of services is arranged in UDC
order, by country within continents. There
are 27 entries for the United States, three for
Canada, five for Switzerland, and 11 for
France, to enumerate a few. Reference institutions are entered immediately under the
country heading. The services follow alpha-
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betically by the name of the parent institution. Services not replying to the questionnaire
appear only as unannotated entries. A typical,
complete annotation includes name, address,
collections covered, general subject statement,
dimensions of all categories of photocopies
available, prices, provisions of payment, and
copyright waiver requirements.
The format of this publication merits emulation by similar works of national scope.
While not frequently consulted, the Directory
is unique and indispensable when the need
arises and should be in all special libraries
requiring materials from foreign libraries.
ROBERTS. BRAY
Technical Information Division
Library of Congress
SLA Photographic Reproduction Committee
MACHINE LITERATURE SEARCHING.
James W. Perry, Allen Kent, and Madeline
M. Berry. New York: Interscience Publishers, 1956, 162 p. $4.
The accelerated rate at which new scientific and engineering information is being
obtained and published has increased the
difficulty with which information can be stored
and later retrieved. With the advent of machines capable of handling numerical and
alphabetic symbol data, it has become possible
to file scientific and engineering information
and at a later date retrieve data very rapidly.
Dr. Perry, Mr. Kent, and Miss Berry have
written a book that will be welcomed by all
persons who are responsible for filing and
later retrieving information. I t describes the
problems associated with the use of machines
in literature storage and retrieval. The first
ten chapters are reprints of the authors' papers
that have appeared in American Documentation and they deal with the problems encountered in making information suitable for
machine filing and searching.
The design problems encountered in code
and language construction for use with machine techniques are discussed in considerable
detail. The usefulness of a file depends on
the code and language construction. If this is
overlooked or considered only lightly, a poor
to worthless file results. The code and language construction becomes increasingly important as the scope of the file and its complexity increases. Problems encountered in
the encoding of chemical structural formulas
are discussed.
A discussion of searching techniques is
given for both single and multiple aspect
searches. The possibilities of correlating different types of information are considered.

In the final chapter the authors discuss the
future problems and possibilities of this method of information processing. Translation from
one language to another by machine techniques is discussed briefly. An appendix containing abstracts of publications dealing with
the subject is included.
Those persons who have the responsibility
of establishing and maintaining files of information will find this book very useful in the
construction of new files.
DR. CHARLESA. BURKHARD,Supervisor
Insulation & Non-Metals Laboratory
Locomotive & Car Equipment Department
General Electric Company, Erie, Penna.
ONE LIBRARIAN. Katherine Smith Diehl.
New Brunswick, N. J.: The Scarecrow Press,
1956, 165 p. $3.
Every once in a while one has the happy
experience of reading a how-to-do-it book that
becomes a must not because it brings forth
new ideas or unusual events. Rather, its importance lies in the writer's attitudes toward
her job. All the cut and dried routine matters
of lists, files, checking, and clipping in a library suddenly assume warth and human coloring
and become loved parts of the whole job.
One Librarian is 165 pages of honest, selfappraisal by the author who came to a junior
college in Texas for a year or two and stayed
fifteen years. She explains: -on
using books,
"I do not love books as curiosities. I'm not
interested in museum pieces." - on never
permitting the collection to be master, "One
professional has no fetters except those she
herself sets." - on the long never-ending
hours, "But tell me - any professional where are pioneering and adaptation not necessary? Where is there enough money?--enough
space a t the right time?"
Her questions and answers to problems constantly before every librarian from the hurlyburly of a New York advertising agency to
the quiet of the college are classic, timeless,
and practical. I n every library is not basic
procedure the same?
For the "one librarian" who is the alpha
and omega to her organization, who is forced
by circumstances to think she's alone against
the hordes constantly a t her door with "can
you recall?" or "where can I find?" this little
book should always be in her desk for a ten
minute reassuring chat. The positive approach
may be summed up in this quote: "The man
behind the book- the author, and the man
ahead of the book -the reader, meet in common ground, the library. I t is good to be
agent."
ETHEL LEWIS
Harry B. Cohen Advertising Co.
New York City

SLA AUTHORS
BAER,KARL A. Housing library-special
and
public. Library Journal, vol. 81, no. 9, May 1,
1956, p. 1107-1109.
DARLING,LOUISE. Recruiting for medical librarians. Library Journal, vol. 81, no. 12, June
15, 1956, p. 1591-1592.
DEININGER,DOROTHYF. Technical books for
a technical navy. Library Journal, vol. 81.
no. 9, May 1, 1956, p. 1086-1090.
DEWEY, HARRY.Filing flags. Wilson Library
Bulletin, vol. 30, no. 10, June 1956, p.770-771.
FREEMAN,ELSA S. Recruiting is for special
librarians. Library Journal, vol. 81, no. 12,
June 15, 1956, p. 1589-1591.
JANIS, KATHERINE.
Bibliography on the welding of stainless steels, 1926-1955. (Welding
Research Council Bulletin Series, no. 25.)
New York: American Welding Society, 1956.
27 p. $1.00.
KRAINES, FREIDA.The more things change,
the more they are the same. The Office, vol.
43, no. 5, May 1956, p. 110-111;250-251.
KRULL, ALAN R. Punch card system for the
petroleum industry. The Petroleum Engineer,
vol. 28, no. 3, March 1956, p. 948-950 ff.
LOIZEAUX,
MARIED. House of Representatives
passes Library Services Bill by voice vote.
Wilson Library Bulletin, vol. 39, no. 19, June
1956, p. 757-758.
MCCANN, ELEANOR.The Challenge of the
field. The Catholic Library World, vol. 27, no.
7, April 1956, p. 305-307.
MABEY, CHARLESA., compiler. Bibliography
on telemetering (AIEE Special Publication
S-68). New York: American Institute of Electrical Engineers, 33 West 39 Street. 50 cents.
MALLON, VINCENT T., M.M. Re-thinking
CLA's future. The Catholic Library World,
vol. 27, no. 8, May 1956, p. 361-363.
SASS,SAMUEL.The Library in industry. Michigan Business Review, vol. 8, no. 2, March
1956, p. 16-18.
SHAW, RALPH R. Reorganization-boon
or
chimera. Library Journal, vol. 81, no. 11, June
1, 1956, p. 1357-1363.
SHORES,LOUIS. British reference. ALA Bulletin, vol. 50, no. 5, May 1956, p. 288-291.
SMITH, JULIAN F. Scandinavian chemical literature. Journal of Chemical Education, vol.
33, no. 3, March 1956, p. 135-137.
STEBBINS,KATHLEENB. Improved salesmanship. Library Journal, vol. 81, no. 12, June
15, 1956, p. 1567-1573.
VORMELKER,
ROSE L. Business books of 195556. Library Journal, vol. 81, no. 9, May 1,
1956, p. 1101-1106.
YATES, MARIANNE.Librarians and associations, Zllinois Libraries, vol. 38, no. 5, May
1956, p. 125-126.
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March 1956 issue (Volume 21). Leonard S. Cottrell, Jr. is the new editor.
FLUID
MECHANICS.
Papers
The journal will report the best redescribing theoretical and experimental
search in social psychology and the deinvestigations of any aspect of fluid
veloping body of theory in this field.
mechanics will be published in the
Annual subscription is $9.00 for both
journal. Volume I is priced at $15.40
domestic and foreign subscribers. Corand will be issued in six parts. The first
respondence should be addressed to
issue was published in May 1956. Send
The American Sociological Society, New
orders to Academic Press, Inc., 125
York University, Washington Square,
East 23 Street, New York 10, N. Y.
MANAGEMENT'S
DOCUMATION
PREVIEW. New York 3, N. Y.
This new series, which will begin publiTHESOVIETJOURNAL OF ATOMICENERGY. This is the title given to the
cation about September 15, will feature
reproductions of the contents pages of
Soviet journal, Atomnaya Energia, by
Consultant Bureau, 22 7 West 17 Street,
more than 100 current periodicals and
New York City, which offers a combooks in business and management. Isplete English translation a t a yearly
sues will appear twice monthly in a
subscription price of $75. Sections of
pocket size format and each contents
the translation which may also be subpage will be classified in one of ten
scribed to separately at $20 per section
broad categories. The price for one subare : Atomic Physics, Atomic Power,
scription is $25 and for each additional
Atomic Raw Materials, Application of
subscription, $15. Eugene Garfield, presiRadioactive Isotopes, and Atomic Safedent of Documentation, Inc., announces
ty Measures, Translations will be pubthat a similar venture for electronics,
lished in six issues a year.
pharmaceuticals, and metals is now in
the planning stage. For further inforRECENT REFERENCES
mation and a sample copy, write ManInformation furnished is not always complete.
agement's D o c u m e n t a t i o n Preview,
Omission of prices does not necessarily indicate
that a publication is free.
Woodbury, New Jersey.
MECHANISMS:
AN I N T E R N A T I O N A L
Library Literature
COMMUNICATION: A concise introduction
BIBLIOGRAPHY.
The bibliography lists
to the history of the alphabet, writing, printindexes, classifies, and abstracts the
ing, books and libraries. Elmer D. Johnson.
papers, articles, and books on mechanNew Brunswick, N. J.: Scarecrow Press, 1955.
isms which appear in the literature of
211 p. $4.
all the most important industrial counIncludes chapters on the growth of the profession of librarianship and libraries in Engtries. Material on electrical, electronic,
land, Europe, and America.
hydraulic, and pneumatic devices is
T H E FUTURE O F T H E BOOK: Implicaalso included. Illustrations, reviews of
tions of the newer developments in communipatents, editorials, and original articles
cation; Papers presented before the twentieth
may be added in later issues. SubscripAnnual Conference of the Graduate Library
tion is $3.50 for 12 issues published in
School of the University of Chicago, June
1956 and $7.00 for 12 issues plus a
20-24, 1955. Lester Asheim, ed. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1955. 105 p. $3.75.
reader's service. The compiler and ediLIBRARY RESOURCES IN T H E GREATtor is P. Grodzinski, 4 1 Tudor Close,
E R LONDON AREA, (Sources of IllustraBelsize Ave., London, N.W. 3, England.
tions, No. 3). J. L. Howgego. London: ReferSOCIOMETRY:
A JOURNAL OF RESEARCH ence and Special Libraries Section, The LiIN SOCIALPSYCHOLOGY.
Founded and
brary Association, 1955. 18 p. pap. (Available
from C. A. Toase, 32A, Merton Hall Rd.,
published by Dr. J. L. Moreno of BeaWimbledon, London, S.W.19)
con House, this quarterly journal beA brief survey of some important sources of
came an official publication of the
print, picture and photograph collections in
American Sociological Society with the
the London area.
NEW SERIALS
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Bibliographies

Miscellaneous References

B I B L I O G R A P H I C A L SERVICES
THROUGHOUT T H E WORLD: First and
second annual reports, 1951-52, 1952-53. L. N .
Malcles.
Paris:
UNESCO;
New
York:
UNESCO Publications Center, 152 W. 42 St.,
1955. 356 p. pap. $2.75.
A survey of bibliographical activities in various countries and of international organizations.

ACCULTURATION : Critical abstracts, North
America, (Stanford Anthropological Series,
no. 2 ) . Bernard J. Siegel, ed., assisted by Rose
Wax. Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University
Press, 1955. 231 p. pap. $4.
Contains abstracts from 39 monographs and
55 journal articles. Most of material is quoted
directly from authors but some editorial comments and revisions are included for sake of
clarity and continuity.

BUSINESS LITERATURE: A reading list
for students and businessmen, (Reference List
No. 17). Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University, Baker Library, 1955. 22 p. mimeo.
T H E BUSINESSMAN'S GUIDE TO GOVERNMENT INFORMATION AND ADVICE. Sherman S. Cohen, ed. Washington,
D.C.: American Association for Public Information, Education and Research, 1955. 97 p.
pap. $2.
Part I : how to obtain information from the
federal government; Part 11: annotated bibliography of important government publications; Part 111: a directory of key personnel
responsible for the compilation of economic
and statistical data.
GEOGRAPHY O F YUGOSLAVIA: A selective bibliography. Borivoje 2. Milojevic, comp.
Washington, D.C.: Slavic and East European
Division, Reference Department, Library of
Congress, 1955. 79 p. pap. 70 cents.
Lists works on Yugoslavia by both native and
foreign scholars. Covers both physical and
human geography.
T H E HUMANISTIC-SOCIAL STEM OF
ENGINEERING EDUCATION, rev. and enl.
ed., (Engineering and Science Series, no. 33).
New York: The Cooper Union, 1955, 56 p.
pap. 50 cents.
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY O F CANADIAN GEOGRAPHY WITH IMPRINT
1954, (Bibliographical Series no. 15). Ottawa,
Canada: Geographical Branch, Department of
Mines and Technical Surveys, 1955. 56 p.
pap. 50 cents.

A TRADE UNION LIBRARY, 6th rev. ed.
Martin Horowitz and Hazel C. Benjamin,
comps. Princeton, N. J.: Industrial Relations
Section, Princeton University, 1955. 58 p.
pep. $1.50.
An annotated bibliography which includes
categories in trade unionism and collective
bargaining, labor in specific industries and
special groups of workers, personnel problems
and programs, government and labor, the labor
movement, industrial relations background,
and reference books and periodicals.

BASIC MEDICAL T E R M S AND TECHNIQUES SIMPLIFIED . . . To provide a
better understanding for those whose work is
allied to the health services or the medical
profession. Minnie I. Paddock. Chicago:
American Technical Society, 848 E. 58 St.,
1955. 148 p. illus. $3.50.
A CHECK LIST O F LEGISLATIVE JOURNALS ISSUED SINCE 1937 BY T H E
STATES O F T H E UNITED STATES O F
AMERICA. William R. Pullen, comp. Chicago: American Library Association, 1955 59 p.
pap. $2.
COMPANY ANNIVERSARIES,
(Printers'
Ink Desk Portfolios for Executive Planning,
Portfolio I ) . Pleasantville, N. Y.: Printers' Ink
Books, 1955. 61 p. pap. illus. $10.
The first of a series of guides dealing with
specific marketing problems. Offers check lists,
ideas, and examples of anniversary celebrations taken from Printers' Ink.
CRITERIA FOR BUSINESS-SPONSORED
EDUCATIONAL FILMS. A.N.A. Films Steering Committee. New York: Association of
National Advertisers, 285 Madison Ave. 1955.
16 p. pap. $2. (Educational institutions may
apply to the Dept. of Audio-Visual Instruction, National Educational Assn., Washington,
D.C. for purchase of pamphlet for 75 cents.)
A checklist covering curriculum needs, subject matter, and production and distribution
requirements to serve as a guide in producing
audio-visual materials for classroom use.
ENCYCLOPEDIA O F AMERICAN ASSOCIATIONS: A Guide to the trade, business,
professional, labor, scientific, educational, fraternal and social organizations of the United
States, 1st ed. Detroit: Gale Research Co.,
424 Book Tower, 1956. 306 p. $15 including
supplements.
Each listing gives address, name of chief paid
official or secretary, number of staff, founding
date, and outline of activities, purpose, and
membership.
INDEX TO T H E YEAR BOOKS AND
REGIONAL PAPERS O F T H E AMERICAN
IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE 1910-1953.
Jeanne McHugh, comp. Norman, Okla.: University of Oklahoma Press, 1955. 593 p. $12.50.
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INDUSTRIAL CENSUSES IN T H E UNITED
STATES, (Technical Assistance Mission no.
77). Paris: Organization for European Economic Cooperation; Washington, D.C.: OEEC
Publications Office, 2002 P. St., N.W., 1955.
145 p. pap. $1.50.
The report of 22 statisticians from 1 1 OEEC
countries who visited the United States for
six weeks in 1951.
I N D U S T R I A L S T A T I S T I C S 1900-1955.
Paris: Organization for European Economic
Cooperation; Washington, D.C. : OEEC Publication Office, 2002 P St., N.W., 1955. 157 p.
pap. $2.
Tables include industrial production data for
OEEC member countries and their overseas
territories, United States, and Canada, since
the beginning of the twentieth century.

1956 DIRECTORY O F AUTOMATIC MERCHANDISING. Chicago: National Automatic
Merchandising Association, 7 So. Dearborn
St., 1955. 182 p. illus. $3.
The third edition of this annual volume includes a directory of machine manufacturers
and suppliers of vendible products.
P E R I O D I C A L S C A T A L O G U E . London:
Royal Photographic Society of Great Britain,
16 Princess Gate, 1955. 20 p. pap. 70 cents.
Lists the holdings of periodicals in the Society's library as of June 30, 1955.
REGISTER O F CURRENT SCIENTIFIC
RESEARCH AT SOUTH AFRICAN UNIVERSITIES, vol. 4. Pretoria, Union of South
Africa: Council for Scientific and Industrial
Research, Box 395, 1955. 341 p. pap.
Brief descriptions of research projects, grouped alphabetically under subject headings.
A STANDARD LIST O F SUBJECT HEADINGS I N INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, Supplements 1 and 2. Subcommittee on Subject
Headings, Committee of University Industrial
Relations Librarians. Princeton, N. J.: Industrial Relations Section, Princeton University,
1955. 44 p. pap. 50 cents.
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Faxon's Librarians Guide

free on request

POSITIONS WANTED
MALE LIBRARIAN,42, L.S. degree; sixteen
years experience, nine as administrator, desires
position in special-type library. Box A47.

POSITIONS OPEN
HEADLIBRARIAN
for Detroit Institute of Arts
Reference Library and Archives of American
Art. Opportunity to plan and develop new
techniques for a rapidly expanding art reference center; new building in planning stage.
Present staff of 8. Library school degree, art
history training, and experience required. Salary $6252-$6640; many civil service benefits.
Apply: Ralph Mueller, Detroit Civil Service
Commission, 612 City-County Building, Detroit 26, Michigan.
LIBRARIAN
Assistant to take charge of cataloging in new library for basic research organization. Small staff necessitates versatility.
Additional assignments will include literature
searches, references, etc. Library degree or
appropriate experience required, with training
or experience in cataloging and in physical
sciences very desirable. Initial salary according
to qualifications and experience. Excellent
benefits. Contact: Professional Employment
Office, MARTIN, Baltimore 3, Maryland.
LIBRARYSCHOOLSTUDENTS.Investigate possibilities a t Cleveland Public Library before
deciding on a job. One of world's leading
libraries. Opportunities for those with special
subject backgrounds, for children's and young
people's work, for branch and school positions.
Professional range $3860-$4820 per year, with
large numbers of positions a t higher rates (for
those who develop into supervisory work).
State retirement plan. Unusual health and
life insurance policies. Sick leave. One month
vacation. No entrance or other examinations.
Greater Cleveland has over a million population, excellent orchestra, museums, shopping,
great variety of backgrounds. Good opportunities for experience in high-quality library
service. Write Personnel Supervisor, Cleveland
Public Librarv. Cleveland 14. Ohio.

SCIENCELIBRARIANS.
NEW YORK PUBLICLIhas attractive opportunities for librarians with undergraduate degrees in math or
science and graduation from an accredited
library school. Salaries $4000, $4550 or $5450
depending on qualifications. Liberal annual increments, one month vacation, retirement,
hospitalization, sick leave plans. Apply to
Alan L. Heyneman, Chief, Personnel Office,
N. Y. Public Library, New York 18, N. Y.

BRARY

,

F. W. FAXON CO., INC.
83-91 Francis Street
Boston 15, Mass.
Continuous Library Service Since 1886

SEPTEMBER 1956

500 a line; minimum, $1.50. Copy must be rewived b y 10th of month preceding publication.

MEDICALLIBRARIAN,
Some knowledge of medical and pharmaceutical terms; abstracting;
bibliography preparation; cataloging. Knowledge of French and/or German preferred. Immediate opening. Salary to $4200. Geigy
Chemical Cow., P.O. Box 430, Yonkers, N.Y.

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS

For the very best subscription service a t competitive prices -ask
about our Till Forbidden plan.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

"AN INVALUABLE MANUAL

CATALOGUERS
Technical cataloguers interested in
work which is challenging and in
professional advancement should inquire about the new positions at
Rattelle. A Technical Library atmosphere combined with a research
method of advancement makes these
positions particularly attractive. For
descriptive material and technical
application blank, write to
Technical Personnel Manager

BATTELLE INSTITUTE
505 King Avenue
Columbus 1, Ohio

TECHNICAL LIBRARIAN
To establish and maintain technical
library in New Jersey subsidiary of
major U. S. metal company. B.S.
degree preferable, A.B. acceptable
if courses in science. L.S. degree
helpful. Four years or more technical
library experience. Reading knowledge of German; abstracting and
bibliographic experience required.
Salary commensurate with experience. Excellent benefits.
Write giving full particulars regarding personal history, work experience and salary requirements.
Please include telephone number.
Personnel Department

THE AMERICAN METAL CO.
LIMITED
61 Broadway
New York 6, New York

on the acquisition and use of the
constantly growing mass of business materials which will stantl
as a classic in its field for many
years to come."
-Municipal
Reference Library
Notes (N.Y. Public Library)

BUSINESS
INFORMATION
How to Find and Use It
By Marian C. Manley
"We've been waiting for
Miss Manley to set down the wisdom accumulated in her thirty
years as business librarian of
Newark, New Jersey . . . She has
wisely planned her book to hr
useful to businessmen and librarians alike, as a guide for the enterprising beginner and a helpful
reminder for the experienced."
-I,ibrary
Journal

An essential book for
public and special libraries the only complete reference
work listing the many sourced
of business information available today.

Harper & Brothcrs
New York 16
Write for Free Catalog of
Harper Business Books

SPECIAL LZBRARlES

CATALOGER
Excellent opportunity in Business-Technical Library i n Michigan. Opening for
m a n or woman interested i n all aspects
of cataloging. LSD and library experience required. Please forward complete
resume including salary requirement.
Box A48.

I

microprint, n. A graphic image on an
opaque base, printed in reduced
size by photography or a photomechanical process and usually
viewed with a suitable enlarging
device. The term "Microcard" is
applied to certain makes of microprint cards.

What's
available on
cards

LIBRARIAN

-\~wlicirnt should lm~ferably hare
tits~reesin chemistry and l i b r a r ~
hcirnre. wine supervisory esperirnev in :r technicil library, an& be
f.l 1n11ii1s
- with the new developments
in the field o f docnnientation.

.

I

'Chr location i, in the Sew
York Jletropolitnn area ;
TIIIO JOB IS OI'ES .VO1I7!

. . . Box A34 . . .

NEW BOOKS
Rudiger-Urban

Circular Cylindrical Shells
A Tabular Compilation for Computing
Clrcular Cylindrical Shell .Structures of
Arbitrary Dimensions
X - 270 pages
Mostly Math. andEnP. Tables Bound $7.50
Didier-Kogag-Hinselmann

Dictionary of Coke Oven Practice
IX - 329 pages Bound $8.00

Modern Expressions. Technical as well as
Commercial, including a list of measures
and weights and a special list of abbreviations.
Layton

Dictionary of Nautical Words and
Terms
Bound $6.25
8,000
Definitions
in
Navigation Technical, Scientific and Commercial

413 pages

Handy Textile Dictionary in Five
Languages
English - German - French -Russian
and Polish
Bound $7.50
A most useful new Dictionary.

XLVIZ - 305 pages

S e n d your orders to:

ALBERT DAUB & CO., Inc.
PUBLISHERS
257 FOURTH AVE.
NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

S E P T E M B E R 1956

That's the title of a booklet we've just
published. It attempts to consolidate the
output of all microprint card publishers we
know of who are willing to have us publicize their offerings. It includes a considerable amount of technical literature in the
sciences, humanities,
law, a n d finance. If
you'd like a copy, just
send us the coupon below.
There is no charge,
only the hope that when
i t comes to the purchase of a reader, sou
give due consideration to the Kodagraph
Microprint Reader. It is a handsome instrument, takes any card size up to 8% x
15% inches. The screen is tinted green and
tilted 11" because that seems to make i t
most comfortable to use. The coupon can
bring you more details.
9-215

I
I

Graphic Reproduction Division, Rochester 4, N. Y.

I

Please send me the material checked:

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

I

I

I
I
1
I

"What's Available on Microprint Cards"
Folder on the Kodagraph Microprint Reader
and sample microprint card
Name of my nearest dealer where I can see
a Reader

1

II

I

I
I
I
I

FILMS of ALL TYPES:
@ For product use and demonstration

For public relations and publicity
For employees' recreation
For employee training and counselling

Educational Film Guide
Completely revised, l l t h edition, 1953, with entries for more than
11,000 16 mm films, 3000 of which are available on free loan. Bound,
l l t h edition, $7.50 (foreign, $8.50); semi-annual supplement service
through Spring of 1957, $7.50 (foreign, $8.50). Both together: $12.50
(foreign, $13.50).

*
". . .

Completely revised, 3rd edition, 1954, with entries for 5,882 35 mm
tilmstrips released since 1947. Bound, 3rd edition, $5.00 (foreign, $6.00):
supplement service through the f a l l of 1957, $5.00 (foreign, $6.00).
Both: $8.50 (foreign, $9.50).

the best single sources
of information."
NEA Journal

THE H. W. WILSON COMPANY
950 University Ave., N.Y. 52, N.Y.

THE BLETGHER -flNHORS COlIlPflnY
Printers and Publishers

FIFTH FLOOR .

. . REA

BUILDING

7 0 4 S E C O N D A V E N U E

P I T T S B U R G H 19, P E N N A .
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JUST PUBLISHED

(ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHYSICS)
Edited by S. FLUEGGE
To be completed in 54 volumes.
Articles in
English, French and German.
VOLUME 36
Atoms II
152 figures, 380 pages
Subscription price, $16.90
List price, $21.12
.--1--1-11-11-1--I-II-II-I-IIIIIIIIIIIIIII-I-I-I.

Published to Date:

Volume

1: Mathematical Methods I

Volume

2:

Volume 7/1:
Volume

14:

Volume

19:

Volume

22:

Volume

24:

Volume

33:

Volume

47:

.

Subscription
List
Mathematical Methods I1 . Subscription
List
Crystal Physics .
. . . Subscription
List
Low Temperature Physics I Subscription
List
Electrical Conductivity I . Subscription
List
Gas Discharges I1 . . . Subscription
List
Fundamentals of Optics
. Subscription
List
Corpuscular Optics . . . Subscription
List
Geophysics I: The Eearth's Body
Subscription
List

price $13.82
price 17.28
price 16.90
price 2 1.12
price 23.52
price 29.40
price 13.82
price 17.28
price 15.74
price 19.68
price 24.58
price 30.72
price 25.34
price 31.68
price 23.52
price 29.40
price
price

22.66
28.32

On all orders for the complete set, all volumes will be
supplied a t subscription prices. Single volumes sell at
subscription prices only if ordered before publication.

)

STECHERT. HAFNER, INC.
FOUNDED I N NEW YORK 1872

The World's Leading International Booksellers
31 EAST~ O T H STREET,NEWYORK3, N. Y.
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Just Published

ACRL Monograph No. 16

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
by Charles Harvey Brown

Characteristics and lists of
most cited publications i n
mathematics
physiology
physics
botany
chemistry
zoology
geology
entomology

Scientific Serials is a comprehensive study o f the use o f scientific literature b y scientists and o f library
service t o scientists. International i n scope and i n importance, it is already w e l l k n o w n as "the B r o w n
list" b y librarians, scientists and dealers w h o have been awaiting its appearance. O u t o f more than
50,000 citations collected, Dr. B r o w n analyzes 37,834 citations t o 828 serials. The study includes lists of
approximately 100 most-cited serials i n each o f the einht sciences, arranged i n order o f the number of
cirations t o aach title; and a consolidated alphabeti& list o f t h e 828 -titles, showing t h e number o f
citations t o each title i n each o f the eight sciences. The citations are analyzed i n sections o n
0 distribution o f citations t o serials b y periods
0 comparison o f the number o f citations t o books and t o serials b y subject fields and periods
0 distribution o f citations t o serials b y country o f publication
0 concentration and scattering o f citations

The sections o n methods o f selection o f serials, interlibrary and regional cooperation, and o n acquisition,
storage a n d discarding o f serials are o f long-range usefulness. The recommendations reveal a unique
insight i n t o basic problems o f library service, the result of a lifetime study o f journal scientific literature
b y one o f the great leaders i n science and i n librarianship.
xvi, 189 pages (including 29 tables)

. . . cloth . . . letterpress . . . $4.25

ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE AND REFERENCE LIBRARIES
50 EAST HURON STREET, CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS

NEW REPRINT
Ready October 1956

Journal of Biological Chemistry
(Slightly reduced format)
Volumes 1-25, 1905-1916

. . . .
Cloth bound set
Paper bound set . . . .
Single volumes, paper bound

. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .

approx. $425.00
approx. 375.00
approx.
15.00 each

This reprint is being undertaken with the permission
of the Society of Biological Chemists, Inc. Please
address orders and inquiries to:

JOHNSON REPRINT CORPORATION
125 East 2 3 Street, New York 10, New York
Effective October 1, 1956: 111 Fifth Avenue
New York 3, New York
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Librury of Humble Oil C Refining Company, Houston, Texas furni~hedwith Librury Ruretcu Trend Furniture und equipment.
Your company has a Ilbrary. If it's centrally located, modern and functional,
like the library of the Humble Oil and
R e f i n ~ n gCompany, you are fortunate.
Even if it consists of a location where
b o o k s a n d magazines c a n b e s t o r e d
separately, you are lucky. T o o often, a
c o m p a n y "library" is t h e v o l u n t a r y
work of individual employees scattered
throughout the company.. . an unorganized library of a few shelves in each
department.
The right library for you is the o n e
plannrdto fit the needs of your company
and one that can be of value in your
business activities. Library Bureau of

Remington Rand can help you plan
such a librarv.
Library Bureau represents a service o f
. . . people w h o give constant
people
.
creative thdught to library planning
problems.. . people backed by decades
of experience in solving them
~ o n s u l twith your Library Bureau
Specialist for suggestions tailored t o
Y & ~specific
~r
needs: But, first, read the
informative booklet, "The Company
Librani.. .What I t Is and Does." A free
copy I S yours for the asking.
Wrlte t o R o o m 1954, 315
Fourth Avenue, N e w York
10, N . Y. Ask for LB324C.
A

A

ANNOUNCING

...

a great, new kind of dictionary t o meet the
demands of this atomic and electronic age.
Here, i n one big, thoasantl-page volurne, a r e definitions of a l l t h e
i m p o r t a n t t e r m s used in e l ; ~ s s i e ; ~aln d modern physics. 'J'here a r e over
12,000 definitions of lams. rrl:~tionships, equations, basic principles
a n d concepts, a s well ;is t h e most widely nsed i ~ r s t r n m t ~ n tas n d
a p p a r a t u s . Sixteen 111;rjor subject divisions a r e i n c l u d r ~ l from u n i t s
a n d dimensions, genrrnl prinrail)lcs. m w h a n i c s , t h e pnse<,rr.: state. t h r
liquid s t a t e , t h e solid s t a t e , h e a t imd th('r~r~odyrrirl~~i(.b.
:imustics,
optics, electricity, cli'ctronirs. ~netrorolog?.. to ;ltonlir ; ~ n d nuclear
~ ~ h y s i c sm, a t l ~ e m n t i r . ; ~physics.
l
qunnt~~m
n r w l ~ ; l n i w . an(l r(8lativity.
I'rc~pnre11 I)?. ;in intvr11;1lio11;11xro1111
tlisling~~isl~
w~i w
~ d~ t i s t s an11
ednc:ltors, t h i s I I I I I I I I I I I ~ ~ I I ~n; 'I(~~ r kih dwignivi to l ~ r o v i ~ it(h, e exnet :m(I
u n a m b i g u ~ t u sclofinitions nt,(vlr~lin erery(l:~y vo1.k. 'l'hvrc. is no other
a i n g l ~volurne :tr:~il:lblr t(~(l;ryt h a t is so usvfnl ;is a general referenw
in physics, o r so h e l l ~ f n lto t l ~ vnl:iny iliff(>rwt groups of wientists,
enpinerrs. e l ~ e ~ n i s t s plrysirists,
.
~~~i~the~~~n
vtc..
t i ( .for
i i ~ wlrom
~ r ~ . 21
familiarily of physics t e r m s is i n ~ m w s i n g l y t.sser:li;~l.
P R E - l ' U B I , I C . ~ T I O ~ O!?I<Tlt-- . \ f t e r Ortober 1 s t thv p r i w of t h i s t l i ~ ~ t i o n ~ tv'ill
r y I I I ~ $31.00. O r d r r s
received prior to t h i s tlatt' will Ijc fillvd art t h pr(~-l)trhlic.:rtio~r
~
price of $lT..iO.

by MORRIS B. JACOBS, MAURICE J. GERSTEIN, and WILLIAM G. WALTER
T h i s complrte ;in11 authoritntive r t ~ f e r c ~ n w
work
covers t h e entire fit*lrl of ~ni~.rohiologywith elear
a n d enpli(4t delinitiorrs tllnt s11pl)ly :I? ~ r n o s r ~ a l l y
i d l r i t of i n o r m ~ t i o n on I ~ ~ I I I I S I I c~ , u ical r o ~ ~ l ~ ~ o u ntests.
c l s . t y j ) ~uf a p p a m t u s , r n l t u r ?
n w d i ; ~ ,c*nlturr mvtl~o(lsa n d ;tpplications in in(1nst r y , 111edic.inc. :lr.ri(vlture ant1 d a i r y sritmcc.
I t gives a t ;I g l a n w t h e c1asrific;ltion. n ~ o t i l i t y ,
morplrology, physiological a n d c u l t u r a l rlraritrterists, h a h i t a t , differentiation, pathogenicity a n d

industriz~l uti1iz:ction of a given I I I ~ ~ . ~ I , I I I ' ~ ? I ~ I ~ S I I I .
lS;~rtrri;t, viruses, rickettsir. 6~nsymrs. ye;lstr.
moltls. protozoa a n d a wealth of r r l ; l t r ~ l snl)jrsrt*
arc' e o v e r ~ din detail.
F o r a l l those whose work invol~-r-;t h ~ . dise:lslS~
of men, nnirrrals o r p l a n t s - for h i o ~ . h r n ~ i s t sin,
d u s t r i a l chemists, food cl~t.n~ist-:; I I I I ~sanitar?engineers a s well a s I I I : I ~ > - < ~ t l l r r srientists.
s t u d e n t s a n d teachers- t h i s hruntl-now dirtionary
,
S6.7i
will pri~r-cinvalwtble. 3 0 0 p n g f , . ~illrtsfrated,

OPERATIONS RESEARCH, ARMAMENT, LAUNCHING
by Grayson Merrill, Captain, USN; Harold Goldberg, Vice-president for Research, Emerson-RadioPhonograph Corporation; Robert H. Helmholr, U. 5. Naval Air Missile Test Center.
T h i s book, t h e third i n a six- volume series on
lion. a n d l a r r n r h i n g - s v s t ~ ndesign
~
a s a mrnos o f
guided-missile tee-lrnolopy, i s a pioneer work t h a t
achieving initial flight . . . inraluablt3 t o promakes av:rilahlr a11 nnclassified i n f o r m ; ~ t i o n o n
fessional engineers. instructors. p r a d ~ a t rs t u d e n t s
operations reseavch a s a decision-making t o o l ;
a n d technical offiwrs of tht. .\rnred Services.
2 5 8 p o g ~ s ,illrcstrntrd. 8 1 0 . 0 0
a r m a m e n t design a s i t relates to t a r g e t d r s t r u c -

NUCLEAR REACTORS FOR RESEARCH

VISCOUS FLOW THEORY

edited by Clifford K. Beck

1 . Laminar Flow
by Shih-l Pai

T h i s new hook. l a t e s t in t h e Gpnrva B r r i r s 011
t h e I'eaceful IJxea of Atoinzc 1:nli g11. 1lts;ll\
w i t h rcuearch reactors of every type. Material
i s grouped together a n d logically a r r a n g e d a n d
indexed f o r useful reference. 9 5 0 pages, $7.50

.

.

A SCIENTIFIC SAMPLER
.

b v Ravmond Stevens. Howard Hamacher
and Alan .A. Smith
Science's c r y s t a l hall - fascinating reports,
predictions a n d reflections on t h e p a s t , prese n t a n d f u t u r e of scientific possibilities ;mcl
progress. 479 pages, $6.00

.I lucid investigation of r r n l tlr~iils tllilt r o n rrntrtltes on those a r e a s in ~ \ - \ - l ~ it chle~ efferts
of viscosity a n d r o m p r e s s i l ~ i l i t ~;ire,
most signitirant. 4 6 0 pngrn, $7.7.5

I

I

MODERN SCIENCE AND HUMAN
VALUES
by Everett W. Hall
A rtu(ly in t h e history of i d ~ ~ ; ~ s - l ~ e t \ v t w r
s ~ ~ i r n t i f i claws a n d s t : ~ n d a r d s G I ~ value toxetlrer w i t h differences in t h e w\-;~.\->
ot' *.stablirhing them. 4 8 0 pages, b x . 0 0

